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Legislators
pleased with
progress at
halfway mark
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Although the General Assembly
has a better record about getting
business done this session than
in the past, the biggest issues —
taxes and educational reform —
still remain.
The General Assembly will be
halfway through its 60-day biennial session at the end of
business Tuesday and
legislative leaders say they are
pleased with the results so far,
but they still have a long way to
go.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
has presented her budget proposals and they are slowly making their way through the hearing process. But lawmakers
have yet to see bills outlining her
proposed tax hikes, which will
pay for her new programs.
A flat-rate income tax,
reportedly Mrs. Collins' choice
for generating the major chunk
of new money, would be new to
the state, replacing a personal
income tax with a levy ranging
between 2 percent and 6 percent,
depending on income levels.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said the
flat-rate plan must be put on
paper soon to allow complete
study.
Sen. Nelson Allen, D-Greenup,
chairman of the Senate Education Committee, is worried
because much of Mrs. Collins'
education package is still in the
wings waiting to be introduced.
"The timetable is against her
with just 60 days," Allen said.
Still, legislators believe
they've made substantial
progress.
"I think everything is on
schedule," said Senate Majority
Leader Joe Wright, D-Harned.
"We've dealt with a lot of
reform-type issues that take a
lot of thought and study. I think
we've made remarkable
progress."
The list of major bills that
have cleared one or both Houses
this year is longer than halfwayrecords of past sessions:
• The General Assembly, for
example, has approved and
delivered to Mrs. Collins a bill
limiting what mining companies
can do under broad-form deeds.
Twice in recent years, similar
bills failed in one chamber.
• Legislation stiffening
penalties against drunken
drivers has been approved by
the Senate and is awaiting action in the House. Two years
ago, lawmakers struggled
through the entire session
without settling on a single bill.
• Another familiar issue —

Biggest issues
remain to be
addressed
allowing banks to operate across
county lines — also has sailed
through legislative channels,
despite a controversy caused by
the arrest of a lobbyist. The socalled multicounty banking bill
has been approved by the House
and a Senate committee and appears likely to clear the Senate.
The reasons behind the quick
start are varied.
Several legislators credit the
increased amount of work done
between sessions with broadening lawmakers' knowledge of
issues prior to the start of the
session. Others said the General
Assembly appeared to be willing
this year to tackle big issues early, rather than waiting for the
traditional crunch in late
March.
"We got started a lot quicker
this time and the interim committees were able to fbnction a
full year before we got in," said
Rep. Jim LeMaster, D-Paris,
the House majority floor leader.
Many smaller bills — those
cleaning up statutes and taking
care of concerns of interest
groups, for example — also have
cleared legislative hurdles
earlier than usual.
"We've gotten issues of importance to individual legislators
out of the way early to give more
time for adequate and careful
consideration of the executive
branch proposals in the last
half," Wright said.
Through Friday, more than
1,000 bills and resolutions had
been introduced. Many will
never receive a hearing in committee, but lawmakers have
been flooded with information
about the ideas, anyway.
"I think we still have time, but
I do think we need to continue to
quicken the pace," said Senate
President Pro Tern Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove. "We can't afford
to waste even a day."
"Naturally, we'll have a
crunch at the end, we always
do," LeMaster said. "We've
tried many different ways, but
you'll always have a lot of
legislation. I'd like to be able to
control that as best we can, but
it's always unavoidable."

GONE FISHING — Numerous gulls flying below Kentucky Dam Sunday afternoon found an assortment of fish a special treat for a weekend

Mondale expects win in Iowa caucuses
By EVANS WITT
AP Political Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa (API —
Democrats begin the process of
picking their presidential candidate today with former Vice
President Walter F. Mondale
looking for victory in Iowa's
precinct caucuses — the start of
the long trail to the nomination
this summer in San Francisco.
The candidates have all but
wrapped up campaigning in the
longest, most expensive "exhibition season" yet, as eight
Democratic men fight for the
right to challenge President
Reagan in the fall elections.
Today, as the Rev. Jesse

Smith, a well-known composer
of both instrumental and choral
music who has more than 80
published works, will direct the
Symphony band Active as a
clinician and conductor

Jackson says, the "regular
season" begins.
Mondale, leading in the polls
both here and in New Hampshire where the first primary
will be held next week, stopped
short of claiming victory.
"I think we are doing well in
Iowa," he told reporters in
Jacksonville, Fla. "Iowans will
now decide. I'm content we've
done everything we could to deal
with the issues."
Sen. John Glenn of Ohio, locked in a tight race for the No. 2
spot behind Mondale, made one
last campaign swing here Sunday before heading for New
England.

Mondale was campaigning in
Illinois today, before flying back
tonight for what his campaign
has planned as a victory
celebration. Sens. Gary Hart of
Colorado and Alan Cranston of
California, former South Dakota
Sen. George McGovern and
former Florida Gov. Reubin
Askew were scheduled to do a
little last-minute campaigning
and telephoning around the state
today.
Jackson and South Carolina
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings made little effort here, prefering to concentrate on New Hampshire and
its Feb. 28 primary.
Perhaps 100,000 Iowa

Democrats will gather in living
rooms and schools across the
state to be the first Americans to
officially pass judgment on the
eight hopefuls. The weather
forecast was for a moderately
chilly night with no new snow.
A poll by the Des Moines
Register found Democrats likely
to go to the caucuses giving
Mondale 44 percent of their
votes, far more than any other
candidate.
Since the poll results are based on interviews with only 66
Democrats who said they will
definitely go to the caucuses, the
sample error margin is plus or
minus 12 percentage points.

Marines plan to be out of Beirut by next week
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (API —
Government troops fought off
rebel attacks on the strategic
mountain town of Souk el-Gharb
today, and Italy withdrew its
peacekeeping troops from their
positions in Beirut.
The U.S. Marine contingent of
the peacekeeping force has
begun moving equipment and
non-combat personnel from its
base at Beirut's airport, and an
American source said today he

to take part in Quad State band clinic
Gillespie, Thad Jones, Chuck
Mangione, Woody Allen and
Chick Corea and appears frequently in the "Tonight Show"
orchestra with Doc Severinsen.
Also featured with the wind
ensemble as the Quad-State student soloist of the year will be
Jimmy Rowland a Lone Oak
High School senior. Bowland,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Rowland, will perform "Introduction and Samba" by
Maurice Whitney.
Dr. Gerald L. Welker is the
conductor of the wind ensemble.
The three Quad-State Honor
bands, the Blue, Gold and
prestigious Symphony band, will
be directed by guest conductors
Claude T. Smith, Dick Cool and
Jeff Bianchi. Students in the
bands represent Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.

Staff photo by Greg Travis

Nomination trail begins

More than 400 high school students
More than 400 high school
students from six states will be
on the campus of Murray State
University Feb. Thursday
through Saturday for the 38th
annual Senior Quad State Band
Festival Clinic.
Sponsored by the Department
of Music, the event will include a
concert by the Murray State
Wind Ensemble at 8 p.m. Friday, Feb. 24, in the Curris
Center ballroom and a concert
by the three Quad-State Honor
bands at 3 p.m. Saturday in
Lovett Auditorium.
Both concerts are open to the
public at no admission charge.
Guest artist Allen Vizzutti,
who has played trumpet with
many leading names, will be
featured with the wind ensemeible He will perform an original
worn titled "Three Winter
Scenes" and "Carnival'of
Venice" by Del Staigers.
Vizzutti attended the Eastman
School of Music where he
became the only brass student to
earn the master's degrees.and a
special artist diploma. He has
played with Stan Getz, Dizzy

meal

throughout the U.S. and Canada,
he has been the recipient of
many awards, including the
ASCAP Composer's Award on
several occasions.
Cool, who recently retired
from public school teaching as
music coordinator and director
of bands at Northmont (Ohio
High School after 31 years as a
music educator, will conduct the
Blue band. His Northmont bands
have earned many superior
awards, and he has been
presented many honors for
outstanding achievements in
music education. He earned
both bachelor's and master's
degree at Miami (Ohio)
University.
Bianchi. and Eastman
graduate who is now director of
bands at James Madison High
School in Vienna, Va., will conduct the Gold Band His bands
have been recognized for a long
string of outstanding an,complishments. including an invitation for the 1980 band to the
Midwest National band and Orchestra Clinic in Chicago.

expects the Marines to be out of
the city by next week.
"The redeployment plan has
been approved, and the Marines
are just awaiting the order to execute it," said the source, who
asked not to be identified. "I
don't expect the Marines to be at
the airport next week."
Police said 16 people were killed and 60 wounded in battles
overnight in central Beirut and
at Souk el-Gharb, which
overlooks the presidential
palace and the Marine base.

clear tonight
Tonight will be clear with
lows in the low 30s. West
winds will be 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday will be sunny with
highs in the low 50s. West to
southwest winds will be 5 to 10
mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Not available today.
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The army garrison at Souk elthe 1,400-man contingent would
Gharb is under attack by Druse
stay on shore as a clean-up
insurgents, while the fighting in
crew, 300 would remain on ships
Beirut pits Shiite Moslem
off Beirut, and about 1,000 would
militiamen against army troops
sail home.
and Christian militiamen along. , President Reagan's national
security adviser, Robert
the line dividing the capital's
McFarlane, said Sunday in New
Moslem and Christian sectors.
The Italians abandoned their
York that the 1,200 Marines repositions in west Beirut's Sabra
maining at the airport had
and Chatilla Palestinian refugee
begun their pullout also.
McFarlane said the Marines
camps by midmorning to board
landing craft headed for navy
"are moving already and I'm
vessels off shore. An Italian
sure there are some aboard ship
spokesman said 100 members of
(Continued on Page 2)

Lyon County residents
asking for third prison
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (API —
While most communities abhor
the idea of having a state prison
in their backyard, officials in
Lyon County are asking for their
third.
The county already has the
maximum -security Kentucky
State Penitentiary at Eddyville
and the Western Kentucky
Farm Center, a 1.905-acre
minimum -security complex six
miles away.
The state has proposed
building a 500-bed. $35 million
medium -security institution, but
hasn't picked a spot yet.
Corrections Secretary George
Wilson says Lyon Connty has
been the "most aggressive"
county to express an interest in
the new facility, which still must
be approved by the Legislature. -Wilson said four or five counties have shown interest in the
prison but only Lyon County has
sent a delegation to Frankfort
asking for it to be built in their
area
Lyon County officials cite the
number of jobs the two prisons
provide — now 400 — in a county

4

°

where 10 percent of the people
don't have jobs.
County Judge-Executive
Terry 0. McKinney says he
believes 75 percent of the people
support efforts for a third
prison.
"No one wants it next door to
them, of course." McKinney
said. But he said only 15 of 90
people who attended two recent
public meetings on the issue
objected.
Most of the objections come
from residents living near the
farm center where there have
been some security problems.
But both the Lyon Fiscal Court
and the Eddyville City Council
have endorsed the prison plan.
McKinney said the new facility would mean another 200 to 220
jobs in addition to jobs for construction workers in the western
Kentucky county. He estimated
the annual payroll for the new
prison would be $4 million
Corrections Commi,ssioner Al
Parke said inmates who have
the lowest potential for violence
would live at the new prison,
which would have guards inside
and outside 24 hours a day.
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Local DECA members win awards
Several Murray Vocational
School students were contest
winners in a 'conference of
Distributive Education Clubs of
America at Murray State
University recently.
About 330 students from 18
schools attended the conference.
The top three winners in each
category are eligible to compete
in statewide competition in
Louisville March 8-10.
A total of 32 students from
Murray were contestants with 16
of those earning awards from
first through fifth place.
First place winners from Murray Vocational School and their

categories of competition were
David Fleming, advertising
layout; and Cindy Hughes,
finance and credit, written occupational manual.
Local contestants placing second were Susan Hutchins,
7-Up/MDA civic consciousness
project; Lone Morgan, creative
marketing project; Sherita
Greer, Phillips Petroleum free
enterprise individual project;
Terri Robbins, apparel and accessoriep, written occupational
manual; Keit Pearson, food
marketing, 'supervisory; Rhonda Watkins, food marketing,
written occupational manual;

Prison escapee surrenders
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) —
The arrest of Danny Ray StenA convicted rapist armed with a
nett of Ashland, Ky., ended a
.357-Magnum handgun surspree in which six persons in two
rendered peacefully to Indiana - states had been abducted and
authorities after escaping from
police officers in Oak Park,
Kentucky officers and leading
Mich., had been shot at.
police through a three-state
All hostages were released or
escaped unharmed, police said.
chase.
Kentucky authorities said
Stennett Was serving his life
sentence in the West Virginia
BROWNSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) state penitentiary in Marshall
— One Fort Pillow State Prison
County, West Virginia, when he
escapee has been captured but was brought to Kentucky. According to a Laurel County, Kenfour other armed convicts remained at large after dodging
tucky, jail official, Stennett was
bloodhounds and police during a
returned to Kentucky for sentenday-long search of a wooded
cing on rape and kidnapping
area near here, authorities said. convictions and was being
Randolph Oliver, 33, serving
returned to West Virginia to
six life sentences for convictions finish his life sentence there.
ranging from murder to rape,
was recaptured Sunday morning
while hitchhiking along U.S. 70
near Brownsville.
Meanwhile, as many as 70 officers from at least five agencies
The Technical Societies of
spent most of Sunday responWestern Kentucky will sponsor
ding to sightings of two and
a joint meeting Tuesday at the
possibly three other escapees
Kentucky Dam Village Convenwho had held a Brownsville
tion Center, U.S. 641,
family hostage and stolen its
Gilbertsville.
pickup truck.
Guest speaker for the event
Still at large early today were
will be Dr. Albert Westwood,
James Clegg, 30, of Sullivan
head of research and develpCounty in East Tennessee, servment for Martin-Marietta.
ing a life sentence as a habitual
Westwood's topic will be
criminal; Riley Arzeneaux, 26,
"Martin-Marietta — Past, preof Memphis,25 years for secondsent and Future."
degree murder; Ronald
The meeting will begin with a
Freeman, 41, of Knoxville, 198
social hour at 6 p.m. Followed
years for two counts of murder;
by dinner at 6: 45 and
and Sylvester Alexander, 33, of
Westwood's presentation at 8.
Memphis, 40 years for robbery.
Tickets are available from of-

Adult reading
program available

Escapee captured

A free adult reading program
will be available to people in
Murray and Calloway County
this spring on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings at the First
Christain Church in Murray.
Sponsored by Murray State
University, the Murray City
Schools, and the Adult Basic
Education Unit of the Kentucky
Department of Education,
classes will begin March 1 and
continue through April 27.
Claire Resig, coordinator of
the Volunteer Adult Reading
Program (VARP), said the program will be limited to 10
students and that a volunteer
tutor will be assigned to each
student. All books and materials
will be furnished free of charge.
To be eligible, a student must
be someone who cannot read or
who has difficulty reading and is
16 years of age or older and not
enrolled in a public school.
Tutors must be 18 years of age
or older and have either a high
school diploma or equivalency.
They must also be willing to attend a training session at 6:30
p.m. on Monday, Feb. 27, at the
First Christain Church at 111 N.
5th St.
Anyone who would like to
enroll in the program as a student or volunteer as a tutor
should call or visit the Adult
Learning Center in Room 206 of
Roy Stewart Stadium (telephone
762-6971).

Technical Societies
plan joint meeting

Marines...
(Continued from Page 1)
by this time." He said all would
be aboard the ships by midMarch.

and Debbie Ramsey, finance
and credit, written occupational
manual.
Terri Malcolm earned a third
place award in show card lettering and Sheila Winsjansen placed fourth in general merchandise, master employee.
Fifth place winners were Kim
A. Greene, service station
retailing, supervisory; Jan
Young, general marketing,
supervisory; Rhonda West,
restaurant marketing, master
employee; Sandra Hensley, extemporaneous speaking; Lisa
Workman, apparel and accessories, management.
Also, during the conference,
Susan Hutchins was chosen the
1983-84 regional historianreporter.
In other DECA news, Advisor
Don Darden reports that Sherita
Greer has been chosen the
1983-84 Outstanding DECA
Member of the Murray Vocational School organization.

ficers of the Technical Society.
For tickets or additional information contact Jim Sexton, section chairman for the American
Society for Quality Control at
General Tire in Mayfield.
247-6730 or at home 247-9776.

A NEW YEAR'S CELEBRATION — Children at Carter Elementary School celebrated two New Year's Days this
year. In addition to the traditional Jan. 1, they celebrated the Chinese New Year today. As a special treat, the
children listened as Dr. Yushin Yoo, professor of Library Science at Murray State University, explained the
customs and festivities associated with the ancient holiday. Each child received a paper from Willie Waldrop,
librarian, which listed several facts about the celebration. In addition, they were given a fortune cookie, provided
by George Chu of the Hong Kong Restaurant in Murray's Holiday Inn. Pier I Imports also donated a Chinese hat
and booklets explaining the Chinese zodiac. Monday's activities were a continuation of last year's study of China,
which began with Ann Henry's slide show of her trip. Each month the children study a different country.
The activities are planned by a special group of teachers consisting of: Karen Atkins, music; Beth Broach, physical
education; Waldrop, librarian; and Jean Geurin, art. The Chinese New Year, determined by a lunar calendar for
almost 47 centuries, usually occurs in January or February. "The Year of the Rat" has been designated as the
symbol for 1984. There are 12 animals used as symbols. The Chinese New Year is an exciting time for every
household with a great deal of preparation made for this festive occasion. Every corner of the house is cleaned,
for the Chinese believe it is bad luck for any dust to be left in the house on New Year's Day. After cleaning, the
house is usually painted. Often the doors receive a coat of red paint, for this color is a sign of good luck and happiness. New scrolls of red paper are hung in different rooms. On these are written good wishes for the New Year.
On New Year's Day, firecrackers pop from every rooftop and street corner. There is a parade led by a dragon
symbolizing goodness and strength. It is often constructed of bamboo covered with paper, and may be as much
as 100 feet long and carried by as many as 50 people. Food is an important part of New Year's Day also. There
are many fancy dishes made ahead of time especially for this occasion. Nothing is cooked on New Year's Day. A
roast pig is usually served along with chicken, duck and shrimp.

Poll to determine if WKU students
would like to have pub on campus
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(API
— The student government
organization at Western Kentucky University will poll
students to see whether they
want a "campus hangout"
where beer and wine would be
served.
Jack Smith, president of
Western's Associated Student
Government, says he thinks a
pub would keep students from
driving after going to Bowling
Green to drink.
"We're not advocating drinking and we're not tilting a
stance one way or the Mier,"
Smith said. "We're going to poll
the students and see if the interest is there. If it isn't, then
there is no need to pursue it."
Smith said the idea of an on-

City Council will
consider cable
recommendation

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS

Murray City Hall will be the
site for two meetings Tuesday
night.
The Murray City Council, in
lieu of its regular Thursday session, will meet at 7:30 p.m. to
consider a recommendation
from the Murray Cable Commission to file a lawsuit seeking a
declaration of parties' rights
and responsibilites under contract. Such a lawsuit would seek
court interpretation of the rights
of the city of Murray and
American Television Corp., according to the cablevision contract between the two.
The council also is expected to
consider the appointment of
Mac Fitts as council representative to the Murray Electric
Plant Board, first reading of
employee safety regulations and
second reading of rezoning a
portion of Sycamore Street.
Prior to the council meeting,
the Murray Planning Commission will hold a short meeting at
7 p.m.
The agenda is to include
discussion on Northwood Subdivision, Ingleside Subdivision,
Quail Run Apartments, zero lot
lines and condominiums, 12th
Street and mobile signs.

10.50%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.40%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
10.25%* Interest on 21/2 Year Certificates
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts.. plus high
interest when you invest in our highearning certificates.
Get a free gift' to enloy now, plus your
money bock later with full interest! All you
have to do is open a Lincoln Federal
3'
or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
to your deposit, you'll receive o corresponding
free gift' . (See gift chart.)
The best part is that with a Lincoln
Federal Savings Certificate you're locking in
guaranteed high rate for thelong term. Not o
bad idea with rotes constantly changing.
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and mail it to us.

campus pub was mentioned last
year during a discussion of
alcohol problems at the school.
It was later dropped after
students thought stale law prohibited the sale and use of
alcohol at state-funded
universities.
But two weeks ago, Smith said
he discovered the law prohibits
alcohol sales on public property
and only a state attorney
general's opinion classifies the
campus as public property.
Smith said that the opinion
doesn't carry the force of law.
He said the student government association would try to
research state laws before con-

Firefighters
called to car fire
Firefighters from the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad responded twice to a car
fire Sunday night on Kentucky
121 North near the Jaycee
Fairgrounds, squad reports
said.
The fire, caused when a carburetor backfired, damaged the
motor compartment and
dashboard of the car, owned by
Floyd Dawson. The blaze reignited, causing more damage
to the dashboard.
Kentucky State Police and
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
assisted.
At 11:51 a.m. Saturday, the
squad battled a woods fire
located on Kentucky 121 South.
Thirty acres burned and squad
members were at the scene 21,i3
hours. Forestry department
responded at 2 p.m.

County school
board to meet
The Calloway CouAty School
Board will meet in executive
session at 5:15 p.m. Wednesday
in the board of education office
on College Farm Road.
The only business item on the
agenda is student personnel,
which is expected to be discussed in closed session.
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NEW AtTORNEY — Attorney David Lynn Harrington, right, has recently pined the law office of Donald A Jones, 509 Main St. Ha4ington is a
1972 graduate of Murray State University and a 1976 graduate of the
University of Kentucky College of Law. Harrington. pictured above with
Don Jones, was previously employed with Boehl, Stopher, Graves and
Deindoerfer in Paducah. Harrington and wife Patricia have three
daughters. Elizabeth, Linda and Kimberly. Harrington is a native of
Mayfield. Due to a reporter's error, information concerning Harrington
and Jones in Saturday's edition of the Murray Ledger & Times was incorrect The attorneys can be reached by calling 753-0053

ducting the poll in April.
Ron Beck, assistant dean of
student affairs for WKU, said
school policy prohibits the use of
alcohol on campus and the administration has not taken a
stand on the issue.
"Student government is free
to explore issues and they're exploring one right now," Beck
said.
If students can get the approval of university officials, the
state Alcoholic Beverage Control Board could allow the sale of
beer on campus, John W. Crimmins, malt beverage administrator, said.
Crimmins said students at
Morehead State University had
asked about a one-day permit to
sell beer on campus.

Falwell plans
Paducah visit
LOUISVJII F. Ky. (AP) —
The Rev. Jerry Falwell said today that Moral Majority in Kentucky hopes to register 100,000
conservative voters before the
November election.
The Virginia evangelist stopped here after an appearance
earlier in Lexington. He will
wrap up his Kentucky tour with
visits to Owensboro and
Paducah, at a meeting beginning at 8 p.m. tonight.
At a news conference in
Louisville, Falwell said his
group will concentrate on
registering people who support
voluntary prayer in schools and
oppose abortion, pornography
and heavy abuse of drugs.
He said Moral Majority hopes
to register 21A million people nationwide and that it will be contacting conservative priests,
rabbis and ministers of many
denominations to help with the
effort.
He said he believes it is
necessary to "use our pulpits to
get our people informed on the
issues."

Kroger Co. plans
sale of some stores
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Kroger Co. said today its proposed sale of 45 strikebound
Pittsburgh-area Stores to Wetterau Inc. has been approved by
both boards of directors.
The price of the sale, announced Feb. 13, was withheld, but it
will provide a substantial
amount of cash for Kroger, said
Jim McIntire, a spokesman for
the nationwide grocery chain at
Its Cincinnati headquarters.
Wetterau, the fourth-largest
U.S. food wholesaler, plans to
sell the stores to independent
operators and supply them
through its Pittsburgh-based
Fox Grocery Co.
Wetterau is under no obligation to honor Kroger's current
union contracts, so the deal
could leave more than 2,800
clerks and meat cutters without
jobs
Members of the United Food
and Commercial Workers union
went on strike againt the stores
Jan. 15 after rejecting wage and
benefit concessions that Kroger
officials had called essopal for
the company to surviVW in the
Pittsburgh market
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Chief Justice
lashes lawyers
Lawyers should concentrate on their role as
peacemakers instead of inundating our legal
,system with frivolous lawsuits, says Chief Justice
.Z1. Warren Burger of the U.S. Supreme Court.
He says lawyers can easily price themselves out
of the market and may face greater government
regulation.
Burger recently delivered his 16th annual address to the American Bar Association and it was
by far his roughest since 1977, when he said half
the nation's attorneys may not be qualified to
represent their clients in court. This time he said:
— Attorneys are abusing the legal syktem —
their minds on lucrative fees and not the promotion of justice.
— The public's view of the courts is soured by
such frivolous actions as a father suing a school
board to raise his son's grades and a football fan
suing to reverse a referee's ruling.
— The loss of confidence in the legal system is
related to the high cost of legal services and the
slow pace of justice — and possibly to the fact that
there are 650,000 lawyers in the United States —
two-thirds of all the attorneys in the world.
The chief justice called on judges throughout the
land to regain control of their courtrooms from
unscrupulous attorneys. He suggested these
judges should use their power to levy $5,000,
$10,000 or $15,000 penalties on parties and attorneys who litigate in bad faith. He said such
fines will "help focus attention on the matter and
help curb abuses."
Burger further warned that if the American Bar
Association doesn't clean up its act, the various
state legislatures may move to solve the problem
themselves.
We believe the chief justice speaks the truth.
We've all read about the vexatious litigants who
sue at the lifting of an eyebrow. Behind every one
of them is an attorney who is anxious to file a court
action and pick up a fee. There are far too many
lawsuits over trivial matters.

agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Voting on bills is small part of legislative work
FRANKFORT — While only 10
legislative measures have been
signed into law to date this session,
the House has approved 82 and sent
them to the Senate while the Senate
has approved 67 and sent to the
House.
Eleven other bills had cleared
both branches and were awaiting
the governor's final action.
This small number of completed
bills may not seem much as the
half-way mark of the 80-clay session approaches, but the actual
voting on bills is just a small part of
the legislative work.
As much or more time is spent in
committee meetings processing
bills for the final action on the
floor. This is where the public and

lobbyists meet the lawmakers face
to face to discuss the pros and cons
of bills.
For example, sheriffs were in
Frankfort recently pushing for the
amendment to permit them to
serve successive terms. This happens with county clerks, and all
other county officals who appear in
large numbers to press for passage
or killing of bills tht affect them.
The Kentucky Education
Association is always here pressing their case and the cause of
education.
These committees meet Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday mornings, beginning at 8
a.m. and run through the noon hour
on many days. Each committee is

alloted about an hour for its
meeting, for some of these
members are on other committees
that meet the following hour or the
next hour. Both branches convene
at 2 p.m. on the meeting days until
about the last two weeks of a session when they often meet in the
mornings and then have afternoon
sessions and sometimes go into
night sessions.
They meet at 10 a.m. on Fridays
and recess about noon to return'to
their homes where they hear from
their constituents.
As of Feb. 15, 915 bills and 99
resolutions had been dropped into
the legislative hopper, 654 bills by
the House and 261 by the Senate,
plus 63 House Resolutions and 36

heartline
Headline is a service for senior citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I was reading in the newspaper
about a new policy the VA has toward aiding
businesses owned by disabled and Vietnam
Veterans. There Wasn't much information, and
I'd appreciate you printing any information you
have about this. S.S.
ANSWER: The Veterans Adminstration wants
to increase participation by small businesses
owned by Vietnam Era Veterans and disabled
veterans in VA competitive procurements.
VA Adminstrator Harry N. Walters has
directed VA procurement offices to actively seek
out capable small businesses owned and
operated by these veterans to increase their
awareness about VA competitive contract
opportunities.
"Vietnam Era veterans and disabled veterans,
as part of our next generation of enterpreneurs,
deserve our special consideration," Walters
said.
While federal agencies are prohibited from
setting aside contracts for exclusive award to
small business other than those identified by
Congress in the Small Business Act as socially
and economically disadvantaged, agencies can
take actions to increase the awareness among
veteran-owned businesses with respect to competitive contracting opportunities.
In making the announcement Walters said, "I
believe it is appropriate for thetrA to take the
lead in this initiative, and we hope our successes
will prompt other procuring agencies to join us in
this effort."
The VA chief has ordered all VA facilities having procurement requirements to solicit these
firms and assist them in participating in VA
business opportunities.
In such areas as building construction,
maintenance, supply, equipment repair and
other continuing activities throughout VA's nationwide medical system, VA procurement officers are constantly looking for contractors.
Vietnam Era and disabled veterans who own
their own business are urged to contact the chief
of supply at any of VA's 172 hospitals nationwide
for additional information, or write to: Assistant
Deputy Administrator for ProcureMent and Supply, Veterans Administration, Washington, D.C.
20240. Pamphlets listing all Va's procurement offices and detailing the procedure and needs are
also available from these offices.
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letter to the editor

South Central Bell official explains audit
To The Editor;
You probably know we've asked
the Public Service Commission to
conduct a full management audit of
our Kentucky operations. I want to
briefly explain why we want an
audit, and what we aim to accomplish by it.
The PSC's Jan. 19 rate order failed miserably in coming to grips
with the changes in today's
telecommunications industry.
Frankly, it left us angry and
frustrated.
The ruling goes far beyond
regulation and thrusts the PSC into
the management of our business.
We want to work with the PSC, but
there must be boundaries between
regulation and management.
Here are a few things the ruling
requires:
• PSC review of any investment
In any telephone central office.
• PSC review of all outside
plant investments greater than
$150,000. (These review processes
will apparently require considerable documentation, and must
begin six months prior to the date
of materials requisition.)
• Creation of a complete accounting system for expenses
associated with the newly formed'
Central Services Organization,
which provides certain basic services to the divested BeH companies on a shared-expense basis.
This and other expense-sharing
will save our Kentucky operations
nearly $25 million in 1984 alone. Instead of applauding this arrangement, the PSC wants copious
documentation of its obvious
benefits — a move that simply increases our costs.
these new policies open a Pandora's box of altered timetables,
unnecessary reporting and paper
generation, and almost certain
delays in basic jobs that are vital to
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for the Senate.
This is 164 more bills ir. process
in the House during a similr.r
period in the 1982 session. Mucli of
the increase was from pre.iling
during the interim perioe. This
compares with 55 for each year for
the Senate.
Many of the basics of these bills
are not unfamiliar to veteran
legislators, for the substance appears session after session in bills
that have been defeated in sessions
past.
For example, the right-to-work
bill is one, along with a lottery bill,
and one asking for an amendment
to the Constitution to permit
sheriffs to succeed themselves.
The legislative plans of many
orgainizations seem to be if their
bill doesn't make it through this
session, bring it back session after
session until it is finally passed, or
a suitable substitute therefore.
Much law has been ground through
the mill in this process.
At the present rate, this
legislative session may surpass the
last session, in quantity if not
quality.
Last session there were 1,229
bills introduced, 404 in the Senate
and 825 in the House. The surprising part may be that only 441 passed and only 432 became law. Of this
small number, 151 originated in the
Senate and 281 in the House. This is
about 30 percent of the ones introduced. The governor vetoed 10
measures.
In 1980, 1,366 bills were Introduced as opposed to 1,141 in 1978.

looking back
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good phone service.
Our 1984 capital improvement
program involves dozens of central
office projects and outside plant
expenditures that would require
review. The PSC cannot involve
itself in the manner spelled out in
this ruling without disrupting the
fluid process of running this
business.
The commission also seems to ignore the fact that we're the only
regulated player in the highly competitive telecommunications
game. More than ever, we need
flexibility to make the decisions
that will keep us competitive. Instead, this ruling imposes more
restraints, and takes away vital
management prerogatives.
Such decisions are all the harder
to accept in light of the quality of
our service and our stringent costcontrol efforts. Here are some examples of what we've done:
• Cut employee force by 28 percent from the beginning of 1980 to
the end of 1983; this will save us
some $60 millba in 1984 alone.
• Outstanding productivity increases are enabling us to serve
more customer and phone lines
than ever, and switch more local
and long distance calls than ever.
• Importantly, while cutting
costs and increasing productivity,
customer surveys show service
quality and satisfaction higher
than ever.

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
election campaign, neither
presidential candidate addressed a
black issue or a black audience.
Once in office, the new president
blithely discarded letters from
black leaders begging for an
appointment.
With black men being strung up
and slain by white mobs once every
other week, blacks wanted a law
making lynching a federal crime.
But the president ignored the issue.
The president was Franklin D.
Roosevelt. The time was the 1930s.
The country was truly two separate
societies, one black, one white, and
the black soCiety was almost
powerless..
How this group of.people came to
abandon their almost religious fervor for the Republicans — the party of the Great Emancipator, Lincoln — is told in a new book by
Princeton University historian
Nancy J. Weiss.
The book,"Farewell to the Party
-%-of Lincoln," explores that enduring
shift in black ioyelties, and, along

But we've gotten no recognition
of our efforts from the PSC. This
management audit should change
that, and help us reach a common
ground., for working with our
regulators in the future.
We're leaving the choice of the
audit firm to the Commission.
That's how confident we are. Any
experienced firm with the
resources to study a company our
size will prove what we've been
saying: this company works as it
oughtlo work.
Nobody's perfect, of course, and
the audit may reveal areas we can
improve on. If so, we'll embrace
any suggestions, as long as we can
make changes without harming
service.
We intend to press for this audit.
It's not too soon after divestiture —
we want all the cards on the table,
so we can clear the air and refocus
our energies on making Kentucky's
telecommunications network the
best it can be.
We'll keep you informed about
the audit as events unfold. In the
meantime, I hOpe you'll get in
touch with me if you have any questions or comments on this or other
telephone issues.
Yours very truly,
Marvin W. Orgill
South Central Bell Telephone Co.
Rm.200, Century Bldg.
100 Fountain Ave.
Paducah, Ky. 42001

by mike feinsilber
the way, sheds some light on
present-day politics.
When Roosevelt went to Chestertown, Md. to receive an honorary
degree from Washington College,
he didn't deplore and didn't even
mention, a lynching that had occurred a short distance away a few
hours earlier.
But then something happened.
Roosevelt sought re-election and,
strange as it now seems in light of
his landslide 1936 victory over
Alfred Landon, he wasn't completely confident of winning. The
urban Northern black vote was
worth wooing.
At the Democratic convention of
1926, in Houston, black alternates
and black spectattfli had been
fenced dff behind chicken wire.
There were no black delegates.
Blacks were Republicans. That
was that. And both parties could ignore them.
At the Democratic convention of
1936, 10 black delegates and 92
alternates were seated and black
reporters sat in the press section.

Ten years ago
A large number of students are
reported absent in both the city and
county school systems today. The
absenteeism is being caused by the
flu epidemic, according to the
school superintendents, Fred
Schultz for Murray City and
William B. Miller for Calloway
County.
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA Chapter
has been selected as a winner in the
Civic Consciousness Project, sponsored by National DECA and
General Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Promotions announced by the
Bank of Murray included Howard
Steely, Neva Gray Allbritten and
Marjorie Shroat Dunn to vice president; Thomas Rushing, Bob Manning and Michael Sykes to assistant
vice president.
Dr. Clell Petersen spoke about
"Birds In Your Back Yard" at a
meeting of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Pork sausage is listed as selling
for 69 cents per pound in the ad for
Storey's this week.
Twenty years ago
Bob Manchester, district vice
governor, presented an orientation
program at a meeting of the Murray Jayc*es at the Southside
Restaurant.
Five students of the School of
New Hope were entertained with
an hour of swimming instruction at
the Murray State College Swimming Pool on Feb. 15. Swimming
teachers were Dora Vaughn and
Aasa Kleeves.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Jones on Jan.
27.
Mrs. Rachel McCrackle spoke
about her summer mission work in
the skid row section of East
Chicago at a meeting of the WM1:
of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
A pie supper will be Feb. 22 at
Faxon School. It will be sponsored
by the Mothers Club with proceeds
to go toward the new school
lunchroom.
Thirty years ago
The Bloodmobile received 119
pints of blood from the students at
Murray State College on Feb. 18,
according to Mrs. W.J. Gibson and
Karl Warming, blood drive cochairmen for the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross.
Thomas H. Overcast,
metalsmith third class USN, is serving aboard the attack cargo ship
USS Libra with the Sixth Fleet in
the Mediterranean Sea.
Mrs. Edward P. Lawrence hail
left to join her husband, Airmail
Third Class Lawrence, at Anchorage, Alaska. Mrs. 1,.awrence is
the former Maxine McDougal.
Barkley Jones, teacher at
Mayfield, was guest speaker at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. He is a former resident of the
Lynn Grove community..
Miss Dela Outland and Mrs. Jack
Colson were hostesses for the Pottertovm Homemakers Club at their
home. Mrs. Claborn McCuiston and
Mrs. Bryan Overcast gave the
lesson on "Color."
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Mrs. Hortin presents PEO Founders program
The 115th anniversary
of the Founding of
P.E.O. was celebrated
by Chapter M of the
P.E.O. at a luncheon
meeting in the home of
Mrs. John Quertermous. Mrs. Morgan Sisk
was assistant hostess.
Mrs. L.J. Hortin
reviewed the early
history of P.E.O. and
gave biographial notes
from the lives of the
seven founders.
On Jan. 21, 1869, seven
friends, Iowa Wesleyan
coeds, formed P.E.0.,
an organization whose
purpose was to foster
close bonds of
sisterhood that would be
continuous after college
days ended.
Mrs. Hortin said "115
years ago woman's
place was in the home
as a housewife and
mother while her husband left each morning
for the work-a-day
world to support his
family. Church on Sunday offered one of the
few opportunities for
women to visit with
each other.
"The need for female
companionship was
sorely felt and sponsored the rise of such
organizations as college
sororities, missionary
societies- and literary
clubs that later formed
the inspiration for the
Federation of Women's
Clubs.
"This was an age of
vision, of westward expansion, of industrial
revolution, of scientific
advancement as well as
advancement of thought

and education.
"The economy was
flourishing so that people could take more
pride in home improvements and in
cultural opportunities.
The growth and betterment of all dimensions
of life was expected. It
was a day of optimism.
"From this tiny beginning with seven
founders, but in an era
of encouragement, has
grown the P.E.O.
Sisterhood of 223,121
members as reported
last summer at the 1983
national convention in
Houston, Texas.
"The letters, PEO,
have come to mean
Philanthropic Educational Organization
because this growing
sisterhood has reached
out to offer educational
assistance to hundreds
of college women, to
those needing to continue education after a
lapse of time, and to
graduate women from
foreign countries who
receive PEO Intenational Peace
Scholarships.
"PEO also owns and
manages Cottey College
in Nevada, Mo., an
outstanding two-year
college for women.
"PEO sisters, who
have now become an international organization, look with humble
pride over the accomplishments which
span the distance from
1869 to 1984 and look
ahead to the opportunities to serve the
ever growing need of
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women to meet the
educational requirements of modern
life."
Mrs. John Twomey,
president, conducted a
brief business meeting.
A bowl of fresh
marguerites, the PEO
flower, centered the dining table where an anniversary cake, with all
members gathered
round, was cut to
celebrate this festive
occasion.
Other members pre-

Dismissals at hospital
released for Feb. 15
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, Feb. 15, was 94
adults and three in
nursery.
No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
J.B. Evans, 1411
Walnut, Benton; Mrs.
Anita J. Hardy and baby
boy, Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs.
Pamela J. Underwood
and baby boy, Rt. 5,
Cadiz;
Wayne A. Stone,
Kirksey; Joshua B.
Robertson, Hardin;
Mrs Doris V. Bruce, Rt.

SUPER SAVINGS
Use these coupons one at a time or all at once
Either way you'll get four delicious meals for
only $7.00.
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Two tender fish fillets,

1, Farmington;
Brian K. McClure, 208
South Ninth St.; Larry
W. Roberts, Rt. 1, Dexter; Hiram B. Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Miss Chastity I. Humphreys, 1416 Porter Ct.,
Paris, Tenn.; Leland L.
Lawrence, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Mary
Rita Neubauer, 1711
Johnson;
Benjamin S. Valentine, Rt. 1, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs. Larue
Bizzell, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Thelma I. Bennett,
Rt. 2;
Gardner L. Bennett,
Rt. 2, South Fulton,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rama E.
Pierce, Rt. 1, Farmingtn ; N. Lester Wilson,
Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Cecil B. Hopkins, Rt.
1, Almo; Mrs. Lorraine
C. Geib, Rt. 1, Farmington: Walter M.
Grimes, 1300 Kirkwood
Dr.;
Frederic W. Fairfield,
2103 Edinborough; Fred
Clark, 2015
Gatesborough; Miss
Emily Marie Skinner,
403 South 16th St.;
Mrs. Christine C.
Coklow, 401 North
Cherry St.; Mrs. Connie
P. Jams, 111 North 10th
St.; Adam R. Koss, Rt.
3;
Mrs. Patricia B.
Johnson, 115 Spruce St.;
Mrs. Ruby A. Forrest,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Lola M.
Smith, Rt. 1 ,
Farmington.
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Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford
Star, Murray Squar-Naders Club, and the
Gideons.
Mrs. Crawford is a
member of the Murray
Woman's Club and Mr.
Crawford is a member
of the Murray Rotary

Conference Tuesday
A Church Growth Conference for the Blood
River Baptist Association will be on Tuesday,
Feb. 21, from 7 to 9 p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Murray. Ron Lewis, president of Church Growth
Designs, Nashville, Tenn., will conduct the
conference.

Women plan luncheon
!The Women of the First Presbyterian Church
have a brown bag luncheon on Tuesday, Feb.
21, at noon at the church. Kathy Newton, director
of Health Promotions, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will show a slide show on "Health for
Women." Hostesses will be Ellen Harrell and
Fenny Schellingerhout.

Art Guild plans class
The Murray Art Guild will start a six-session
water-color class, taught by Emily Wolfson, on
Tuesday, March 6. The class will meet from 1 to 4
p.m. on Tuesday and Friday through March 22.
Mrs. Wolfson who has studied painting under
many teachers in the United States as well as in
Europe is also a weaver. Before she retired she
was a member of the art faculties of Murray
State, Evansville College and Indiana University, Bloomington.
All persons interested in participating should
register by calling the Murray Art Guild on
Wednesday, Feb. 22, or Wednesday, Feb. 29, between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. For further information
call 753-1867 or 753-0091.

Band meeting Tuesday
The Murray Band Boosters will be meet Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the band room at
Murray High School. All members and interested persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Dance planned Thursday
A belated Valentine's Dance will be at Fern
Terrace Lodge on Thursday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m.
Music will be by Otis Elkins and the Country
Beat Band. The public is invited to attend, according to Laverne Cornett, administrator.

Patti Meyers lost 167 POUNDS
nd Will Be At The Murray Diet Center
Wed. The
22nd. In
honor of
this event,
Diet Center
is offering a
Special $10
off for new
dieters thru
-Feb. 29th!
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Club and Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
They have one
daughter, Betty Jo, who
is married to Wells Purdom, Jr.,' and one son,
Bob N. Crawford and

wife, Martha, all of
Murray.
Their five grandchildren are Tripp Purdom, John Nix Purdom,
Allyson Purdom, Craig
Crawford and Kelli
Crawford.

DATEBOOK

central oeMor 753-3314

'
s*
Captain D
a great little seafood place

puppies.

tas

The Rev. Raymond Riggs, former pastor of a
Baptist church in Detroit, Mich., and a group
from Cookeville, Tenn., will be in Murray on
Thursday, Feb. 23, at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. All interested people are invited.
There will be a special room for Christian
fellowship and singing. The hours will be 5 to 9:30
p.m. with dinner at 6 p.m. For more information
call Paul Redden at 753-7643.
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Pageant to be Saturday
The Kentucky State Pageant for USA's National Pageant Systems will be Saturday, Feb.
25, at Harley Hotel, Lexington. There will be
divisions for all ages — lAabies, infant through 23
months; Precious Little Miss, ages 2 and 3; Litle
Boys, ages 2 through 6; Little Miss, Ages 4 to 6;
Princess Miss, ages 7 to 9; Junior Miss, ages 10
to 12; Teens, ages 13 to 16.
For the beauty tiytle, contestants will be judged in party dress and interview. Boys will be
judged in dress wear and interview. There will
be one winner in each age division with winners
to receive a crown, banner and trophy and in addition to a paid entry to the national finals. There
will be three runner-ups in each age division. For
more information call 1-606-298-3006 for Mrs.
Mary Jean Fraley or National Pageant Headquarters, 1-214-236-4106.
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Vietnam meeting Tuesday
The next meeting of Interested Vietnam
Veterans and other persons will be Tuesday,
Feb. 21, at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. The
Veterans' Bonus Bill, organization and other
topics will be discussed. All interested persons
are invited, according to Hugh D. Barksdale,
coordinator.
"Vietnam era veterans and all other interested
persons are urged to use a toll-free number in
Frankfort, 1-800-372-2985, to register _their opinions concerning House Bill 100 (the bonus bill)
and other pertinent issues," Barksdale said.
Those who do do should leave the message that
they would like to see HB 100 passed, and that the
information should be forwarded to each
member of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. Local legislators should be
contacted as well, either at their office numbers
or through the toll-free number, Barksdale
added.

Dr. Slimmer will be speaker
at Murray AAUW meeting
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"How do women
prepare themselves
with the skills needed
for administration?
How do women expedite
the process of career advancement? How does
the female, without a
network, without a mentor, without visibility,
put herself in the picture
for academic administrative
positions?"
These questions will
be answered by Dr.
Virginia M. Slimmer,
Associate Professor and
Chair, Department of
Home Economics in the
College
of
Human
Development and Learning of Murray State
University at the monthly meeting of the Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women.

of University Women.
She will present findings about women who
have gained entry into
administratve positions,
achieved success and
been promoted upward.
Based on her research
and collated with the
findings from other
research, Dr. Slimmer
will use cartoons and illustrations to present 20
strategies she has
postulated as guidelines
for the aspiring novice
for positions in
administration.
The AAUW meeting
wll be Tuesday, Feb. 21,
at 7 pm. in the MurrayCalloway Chamber of
Commerce Centre,
Murray.
For further information, call Sue Parsons at
753-4018.

Artcraft Photography
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Film Processing
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Calloway FBLA hears
Chief Joe Green speak

Captain D's

N FOR 6 i
:ONLY 4 I •
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Offer expires 2

Anniversary reception to be Sunday

sent were Mrs. Hugh
Oakley, Mrs. N.T. Beal,
Mr. and Mrs. Nix
Mrs. Maurice Crawford, 603 Elm St.,
Christopher, Mrs. Murray, will celebrate
Frank Albert Stub- their 50th wedding anblefield, Mrs. George niversary on Sunday,
Hart, Mrs. A.C. La Feb. 26.
Follette, Mrs. Larrie
A reception in their
Clark, Mrs. James honor will be hosted by
Parker, Mrs. Alfred their children at the
Lindsey, Mrs. Henry Purdom home, 1211
McKenzie, Miss Ann Dogwood Dr., Murray.
Herron, Mrs. Edward
All friends and
Nunnelee, Mrs. John relatives are invited to
O'Brien, Mrs. Harlan call between the hours
Hodges and Mrs. of 2 to 4 p.m. No invitaWilliam Major.
tions have been sent.
The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford were married
The Calloway County protect himself to a Feb. 17, 1934, at
Chapter of Future great degree with Princeton.
Mrs. Crawford, the
Business Leaders of Operation
former Margery Bolt
America initiated its Identification."
Assisting Green was nott, is the daughter of
January service project
by hearing Joe Green, Bill Kidd, also of the the late Robert Boitnott
and Pearl Ervin Boitchief of the Murray MSU Security Police.
nott of Rrinceton.
State University SecuriFBLA members plan
Mr. Crawford is the
ty Police, speak.
a monthly project which
Green addressed the will include marking of son of the late Talmadge
members on the shcool property as well Crawford and Bessie
necessity of marking as rnerahsrs checking Nix Crawford of
one's belongings to out engravers and Murray.
The Crawfords owned
guard against fraud and marking home and perand
operated the
theft.
sonal property.
Western Auto Store in
"Even though one's
Murray until their
only true identification
The chapter made
is his fingerprints," plans for National retirement about three
stated Green, "one can FBLA Week, Feb. 12-18. years ago.
They are members of
the First United
Methodist Church, Murray Star Chapter No 433
Order of the Eastern
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By CEC1LY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
FAMILY SUPPER
Turkey Squares, Peas,
Salad, Bread Basket,
Cookies and Beverage
Turkey Squares
Good way to use roast
turkey that's in the
freezer.
6 tablespoons butter
6 tablespoons
unbleached all-purpose
flour
2 cups milk
2 chicken bouillon
cubes
4 cups finely ground
cooked turkey (lightly
packed)
1 cup soft bread
crumbs
cup parsley leaves,
finely chopped (14 cup)
1 small (1%-ounce)
onion, finely chopped
(14 cup)
4 large eggs
Salt and pepper to
taste
Paprika
Make a white sauce of
the butter, flour and
milk; off heat stir in the
bouillon cubes until
dissolved, then the
turkey, crumbs, parsley
and onion; vigorously
stir in the eggs, one at a
time. Stir in salt and
pepper to taste. Turn into a square baking dish
(8 by 8 by 2 inches) and
level; sprinkle with
paprika. Place in a pan
of warm tap water so
that water comes up
almost as high as turkey
mixture. Bake in a
preheated 350-degree
oven until a cake tester
inserted near center
comes out clean —
about 45 minutes. Serve
hot, cut in squares.

ITALY'S"FAR our'SHOES FOR SUMMER

By
Rainey
Apperson

UNLESS SHE S BEEN TO ITALY FOR THE BOLOGNA SHOE FAIR, here's the
first peek for the fashion-conscious lady shopping for something
spectacular in
summer footwear. A sampling created by Italy's foremost footwear
designers
(left to right): the thonged Bavarian sandals that ladder their way up
the calves

Texas, not New York or Los
Angeles, is the barometer of
what will sell to fashionconscious Americans, or so say
Italy's shoe designers, whose
sumptuous and varied autumn
wares go on display March 9-12
at Milan's annual shoe fair.
Shoes are Italy's biggest
single export, according to an
article in Connoisseur's
February issue, and Americans
buy some 60 million pairs of
them each year.
That may seem like a lot of
shoes, but West Germans buy
even more, and many of the
most exotic and innovative
Italian styles never show up in
American stores. The Italian
shoe industry hopes to remedy

that this year.
If last September's'Bologna
show was any measure, the
Milan show promises to be
spectacular.
Bologna displayed the most
exciting and diverse collection
of shoes to be seen anywhere:
wide-strapped lizard and snake
skin, pastel summer boots,
thonged "barbarian" sandals
that ladder their way up the
calves, the popular "sportivo"
look, and a tattered style that is
lugubriously called "postatomic."
• Even this futuristic look is
rooted in an ancient tradition:
men and women in Italian
Renaissarkice paintings wear
shoes and sandals remarkably

Ann Haight, textile
and surface materials
manager for Steelcase
Inc., a maker of office
furniture, says, "It's
more important where

the color appears and
how much of it is used,
than whether it is red,
yellow or blue. Just as
an environment of totally neutral shades can
contribute to office
worker boredom, too
much color adds to a
feeling of Overstimulation, which can also
cause fatigue."

similar to the most daring
Italian styles of today.
This should not be a surprise.
The Guild of Italian Shoemakers
was founded more than six centuries ago, and the industry's
umique system of stilista apprenticeship is calculated to ensure that the Italian tradition of
fine creative shoemaking will
continue.
Promising young workers are
spotted in factories, then
carefully trained at industry expense until they are ready to join
the elite corps of professional
designers.
They are so elite, in fact, that
some manufacturers from other
countries are interested in buying their designs directly, a cir-

Monday, Feb. 20

Monday, Feb. 20

East Calloway
Elementary School FTC
will have a skate night
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.

in third floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Hospice Program
Training session Is
scheduled at 6:30 p.m.

Murray Chapter of
Professional
Secretaries International will meet at 7
p.m. at University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
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Hints given for right summer camp
By LOUISE COOK
AP Writer
The computer is going
to summer camp.
James LeMonn, a
spokesman for the
American Camping
Association, said the
group's "Parents'
Guide" for 1984 lists 180
camps with computer
instruction programs.
The fad started about
two years ago, he said.
"We view it as a temporary phenomenon,"
LeMonn said. He

pointed out that camps
providing foreign
language classes were
very popular in the
1950s. When schools
started including more
complete language programs, the camps faded. He predicted the
same thing would happen with computers.
LeMonn said a handful of camps are
operated by computer
manufacturers
themselves; each child
has his or her own ter-

Computers at libraries
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Libraries
started out using computers to keep track of
their books, records and
tapes. Now they have
computers that go home
with patrons for a week
or two.
And the inexpensive
microcomputers that
are on loan at the Lexington public library are
so popular, there's a
waiting list of 50 or more
names.
"When we notify the
ones who are getting it
next, they get down here
a lot faster than they do
for a book. They ,don't
seem to mind the wait,"
said Diana Seidel, direc.
, tor of circulation.
"At first, we just put
up two signs at the circulation desk, and the
computers went all by
themselves," she said.
"We had reservations
on them the day they
came in."
The situation is no different in Cloquet, Minn.,
or Portsmouth, N.H.,
where community
libraries also have
microcomputers for
take-home use, or in
many other libraries
• that have coin-operated
computers patrons may
try, but can't take
home.
For the most part,
librarians say, the electronic brains come back
'!.)1Nier•
; Lihmting of computers

through the library is so
new that the Chicagobased American
Library Association
isn't sure how many of
its members are doing
it, said spokeswoman
Peggy Barber, who
knew of three off-hand.
"This is at the cutting
edge — it's happening so
fast," said Ms. Barber,
noting that it can cost
several thousand
dollars to buy a home
computer.
"It's a savings to
check a computer out,
rather than to go out and
buy one, then find out
they don't need it or
want it after all," Ms.
Seidel said.
A Lexington computer
store manager said
microcomputers are
tough enough to withstand the carrying and
normal use by a variety
of different people.
The Lexington library
bought a dozen $50
Timex-Sinclair computers, complete with
carrying case, that hook
up to a family's television set. Patrons are not
required to leave' a
deposit when checking
out the small computers
for two weeks.
Cloquet received a
grant front a local paper
company and purchased
Atari 400s, an Atari 800
and tome Apple II.
pluses, machines that
cost upwards of $700
each. To pay for any
Continued on page 14

cumstance that adds to the
cloak-and-dagger air of Italian
shoe exhibitions.
Buyers come from
everywhere to purchase new
designs — and to steal them.
The result is rampant
paranoia: for all but a trusted
few, reports Connoisseur, entrance at some pavilions in
Milan will be more restricted
than private audiences with the
PoPe•
• • •
Janet Wallis and I were talking recently about the forth coming annual luncheon and card
party, sponsored by the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Janet says the colorful Mex-

lean theme will set the tone for
this fun occasion on Thursday,
March 1, at 12 noon.
Guests may play any card
game and prizes will be given.
Tickets are $4.50 each. For more
information or table reservations, contact Jane Lane,
753-9890, or Mimi Jordan,
753-8122.
• • •
Birthdays come and birthdays
go, but Vicki Jones will never
forget her recent birthday, the
birthday party and her surprise
birthday present.
•
Vicki's bridge club, meeting
on her birthday at Elizabeth
Pasco's home, presented her
with a male dancer, to top all
male dancers. Wow, what a
party.

Coming community events

Right colors help
GRAND RAPIDS,
Mich. (AP)— The proper use of colors in an
office can help encourage productivity.

and the pastel open-toed-end-heeled boot are both by El Vaquero; the
gold ringa-ding heeled slipper is by Enzo of Roma and destined to go big in Las
Vegas;
lastly, the most conventional — a lizard and snake skin "booth" by Pfister.

minal and there is)altensive instruction.
Most camps with computer courses, however,
list the lessons as only
one of a number of activities for which
youngsters can sign up;
places in the courses
may be limited.
The American Camping Association, which
represents one-fourth to
one-third of U.S. camps
and runs an accreditation program for camps,
says four million
youngsters will go away
to camp this summer,
spending anywhere
from one to eight weeks.
Their parents will pay
between a few dollars a
week at a non-profit subsidized camp and $450 or
more a week at a
private, specialty camp.
Traditional activities
like hiking, canoeing
and horseback riding
are still the most
popular, LeMonn said,
although some of the
newer types of programs are more heavily
promoted and,
therefore, more visible.
How can you pick the
right camp for your
child?
A personal visit can
help — if you have the
leisure and the money to
spend, LeMonn said, but
it is not necessary. It is,
however, important to
find out about the camp
director and his or her
background, training
philosophy of camping.
In its "Parents'
Guide," the camping

association suggests
several basic questions
to ask. Among them:
* What does the
director look for in hiring staff?
* What is the ratio
of campers to
counselors? Camping
association standards
vary according to the
type of camp and the
age of the youngsters.
The group generally
recommends one
counselor for every five
campers 6 years old or
less, but only one for
every 10 campers 15 to
18.
* What arrangements does the
camp havellbr tnedical
emergencieS? The camping association suggests a nurse on the
staff and written arrangements with a local
doctor and hospital.
* Does the
counselor live with or
near the campers?
* How much is the
camp fee and what does
it cover? Specialized activities may cost extra.
The "Parents'
Guide," which includes
a listing of camps accredited by the
American Camping
Association, along with
general information on
camps, is available for
$6.95. To get a copy,
send a check or money
order to: ACA Parents'
Guide, American Camping Association, Box
100, Bradford Woods,
Martinsville, Ind.
46151.
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Does your health insurance
plan help protect against
large medical expenses
from long term Illness?
Check with State Farm tor one that does
• Cali Jane Rogers
753.9627
201 S. 6th
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Monday, Feb. 20

Tuesday, Feb. 21

today in observance of from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
President's Day.
Hazel and Douglas
---Centers; from 10 a.m. to
Morray-Calloway 3 p.m. at Ellis Center
County Need Line with Jo Williams to give
Association will its a slide show at 10:30
Bluegrass State CB fourth council meeting a.m.
Club is scheduled to at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Murray Christian
meet at 7 p.m. at Public Library. This is
Women's Club will meet
Homeplace Restaurant. open to the public.
• at noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Tuesday, Feb. 21
Murray -Calloway
Quilt Lovers will meet
County Community
Kentucky Lake SecChorus will meet at 7:30 at 6 p.m. at Callaway
p.m. in choir room of Public Library. All in- tion of American
First United Methodist terested persons are Chemical Society will
meet at Kentucky Dam
invited.
Church.
Village State Resort
Music Department of Park Convention
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Murray Woman's Club Center.
Masons will meet at 7:30 will meet at 7 p.m. at
Social Security
club house. Members
p.m. at lodge hall.
Representative will be
note change in time.
at Robert 0. Miller
Dr. Robert Legvold,
Murray Branch of Courthouse Annex from
Columbia University,
New York, will lecture AAUW will meet at 7 10 a.m. to noon.
on "Reagan Through p.m. at Commerce CenParents Anonymous
Soviet Eyes" at 8 p.m. tre, Highway 641 North.
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
in Curris Center
Murray-Calloway For information call
Ballroom, Murray State
University. This is free County Ministerial 762.2504, 75 3-4 1 26,
Association will meet at 753-8987 or 762-2667.
and open to the public.
1:30 p.m. in first floor
Murray Optimist Club
A 1949 French movie, board room of Murray"Orpheus," will be Calloway County will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.
shown free at 2:30 and 7 Hospital.
p.m. in auditorium of
Free blood pressure
Retirees of Local 1068
Curzis Center, Murray
State University, as UAW-AFL-CIO and any checks will be given
sixth program of Inter- other locals will have a from noon to 2 p.m. at
national Film Festival. covered dish supper at Murray Seventh-day
5:30 p.m. at First Chris- Adventist Church, 15th
and Sycamore Streets.
Dale Wedig, visiting tian Church.
--artist from Northern
Murray Assembly No.
Murray Toastmasters
Michigan Univesity,
will present a series of Club will Meet at 6:59 19 Order of the Rainbow
workshops and slide lec- p.m. at Western Sizzlin for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
tures at Murray State Restaurant.
University. For inforMurray TOPS (take
Southwest Elemenmation call 762-3784.
tary School PTC will off pounds sensibly)
Ladies Bible Class of have skate night at 6 Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Seventh and Poplar p.m. at Roller Skating of at Health Center.
Church of Christ will Murray.
Women of First
meet at 7 p.m. at
Alcoholics Presbyterian Church
church.
Anonymous will meet at will have a brown bag
Murray Postoffice 8 p.m. in western por- luncheon at noon at the
will be closed today in tion of Livestock and church.
observanoe of Presi- Exposition Center.
Mothers Morning Out
dent's Day.
Senior citizens ac- will be at 9 a.m. at First
Calloway Public tivities will be at 9:30 United Methodist
Library will de closed a.m. at Dexter Center; Church.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.

DeVanti's
Wed. 11 A.M. To 10 P.M,
10 Oz. Chop Steak
$329
with Salad Bar
'
or a
Hamburger With Fries $149
Fully Dressed
Inside Dining Only

Tuesday, Feb. 21
-;
Interested Vietnam
Veterans and other persons will meet at 7 p.m.
at Pagliai's:
Murray
-Band Boostes
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
band room of Murray
High School.
Church Growth Conference for Blood River
Baptist Association will
be at 7 p.m. at First
Baptist Church,
Murray.
Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m.
Wednes-day, Feb. 22
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Events at First
Presbyterian Church
will include choir practice and youth group,
both at 6:30 p.m.
Events at First United
Methodist Church will
include Family Night
dinner at 5:30 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church will include
Fellowship Supper at
5:45 p.m., children's
choir
at 6:30 p.m.,
home mission book
study at 6:45 p.m., youth
choir at 7 p.m. and adult
choir at 7:45 p.m.
Interested persons
should register for
Water-Color Class to be
conducted by Emily
Wolfson from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Murray Art
Guild.
Area Target Council
meeting will be at noon
at Country Crossroads,
Hardin. For information
call 753-0708.

(I%
a piness Place
1104 Story

044_ 7534567
We're happy to announce
that Erin Burke, bride-elect of
Barry Bogart,has selected her
decorating accessories from
our gallery of gifts. Erin and
Barry will be married
February 23.
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A movie like
"Lassiter" depends
almost entirely on three
ingredients: the charm
of its star, how much
nervous tension it can
build in its audience,
and the glamour of its
setting.
There's nothing
wrong with the star,
Tom Selleck. The man is
as handsome as a
Pendleton shirt, as
dimpled as a
strawberry. Besides, he
moves like an athlete,
and he has no trouble
speaking his lines. It
wasn't surprising that
there were more warm
middle-aged women in
the audience than I've
seen at a movie in a long
while.
The plot of "Lassiter"
develops rather slowly
for the first forty-five
minutes or so.
Lassiter's girlfriend
(played by Jane
Seymour, one of my
favorite actresses)
keeps bobbing up with

nothing to do and little
to say. Early in the
movie, the director tries
hard to pique our interest by introducing a
perverted (or alternate
life-style, if you wish)
fraulein, who whispers
in Lassiter's ear that
she is a sado-masochist.
(Germans are certainly
handy movie
characters.) However,
the plot only begins to
get really interesting
when Lassiter, a jewel
thief, is shanghaied into
trying to steal a sack of
diamonds locked in the
German embassy in
London. (Jewel theives
like Lassiter can be entirely sympathetic
characters because in
movies it's perfectly all
right to steal from rich
people, especially fat
rich women. That
makes sense, doesn't
it'? )
The plot is kept moving through the usual
foiled plans, close
oblivious Nazi guards,

4,
-.** • I `40
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Land exchange could be 'dead issue'

Selleck is Lassiter
and plot twists at the
end.
"Lassiter" tries very
hard, and is mostly successful, in constructing
an interesting setting.
All of the action takes
place in London, 1939,
and we are escorted,
under one pretense or
another, through art
deco night clubs,
through lavish gambling clubs, through
smoky illegal boxing
arenas, through dingy
clubs that feature
American Dixieland
jazz. Women slink
aroung in silk dresses.
Men wear felt fedoras
and sport argyle
sweater vests under
tweedy sport coats. Cole
Porter-like songs waft
through the air.
OK, so what have we
got? A charming star, a
tense last half-hour, an
interesting setting. And
what haven't we got?
We haven't got a really
inventive or witty
script, and we haven't
got an absorbing first
forty-five minutes.
But "Lassiter" will
do. It's a good-looking

film that should keep
you in your seat and
leave you feeling
mellow.
Rated R due to a
fleeting shot of Selleck's
rear, a longer shot of a
women's breats; a few
dirty words; a little
coarse talk by Lauren
Hutton about how she

likes pain, which has
always struck me as a
really weird thing to
like. (She tells us that
she's from Berlin, which
is supposed to explain
her sophisticated
tastes.) A bloody boxing
match is the most
violent episode in the
film.
I give the movie a B.

Ex-governor to speak
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Former
Mississippi Gov.
William Winter will be
one of the speakers at a
dinner to discuss Gov.
Martha Layne Collins'
proposed package of
education reforms.

system
Mrs. Colins has proposed a package of
reforms and is proposing tax increases to pay
for it.

PIKEVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — An exchange off
land that would allow a*
mineral-holding company to lease land in
Pike County for stripmining could be a "dead
issue," said a company
spokesman.
U.S. Rep. Carl
Perkins, D-Hindman,
said Sunday that he
would oppose the land
exchange near Fishtrap
Lake after a three-hour
public forum where
most residents objected
to the strip-mining.
Berwind Land Co., a
Philadelphia- based
mineral-holding corporation, had proposed
to take the surface
rights to 4,000 acres
around Fishtrap and
give about 1,200 acres of

The dinner, Feb. 29 in
Frankfort, is sponsored
by the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, a group of
citizens involved in suggesting some of those
reforms.
Winter was one of the
leaders to improve
Mississippi's education

Save $22
Spruce up for Spring
with an Austin Manorsportcoat and slacks.
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Sale 59.99

By Abigail Van Buren

Will 'Contract for Life'
Encourage Teen Drinking?
DEAR ABBY: I was very disappointed to see you praise
the "Contract for Life," an agreement signed by parents
and their teen-aged children in an effort to reduce the
number of deaths involving drunk drivers.
I totally disagree with this contract, which in reality
gives the teen-ager who signs it permission to drink, and
obligates the parents to pick up ,pheir child at any hour,
any place—with no questions asked.
If my teen-ager called me at 3 in the morning from an
hour's drive away to say he was smashed out of his mind
and needed a ride home, I would tell him to stay where he
was until he sobered up, and then take a bus home!
First of all, teen-agers are too young to drink, so why
don't they sign a contract saying, "I promise not to
drink"?
This co-called "Contract for Life" will not cut down on
drunk driving; it will only increase teen-age drinking because they know their parents will provide taxi service for
them if they are too drunk to drive.
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: True, teen-agers are too
young to drink. They are also too young to be
parents, yet there are a million-plus babies born
annually to unwed teen-agers.
We must deal with reality—not what we think
should or should not be.
Also, the contract does not state that there will be
no questions asked. It says: "I agree to come and
get you at any hour, any place, no questions asked
and no arguments at that time, or I will pay for a
taxi to bring you home safely. I expect we would
discuss this issue at a later time."
I am sure that every parent who reads this would
rather pay for a taxi than an ambulance—or, God
forbid, a hearse.

Reg. $75. Our Austin Manor' blazer
makes a perfectly suitable choice. With
flapped patch pockets and center vent.
Polyester/wool in a season-spanning
blend. Men's sizes 38 to 46.

Sale 59.99
Reg. $75. Herald Spring in our Austin
Manor"'sportcoat. So rich-looking in a
season-right linen/polyester blend. With
flapped patch pockets and center vent.
Men's sizes 36 to 46.

as,

Sale 2799

DEAR ABBY: The person who couldn't call his motherin-law "Mother" or his father-in-law "Dad" sure rang a
bell with us.
I am a father-in-law who got the same treatment from
my new son-in-law. He always greeted me with "Hi ya"
and avoided calling me anything at all.
I finally told him to just call me "Fil" (like Phil) for
"father-in-law" and to call my wife "Mil" for "motherin-law."
It's worked out perfectly after I reminded him a few
times.
FIL AND MIL IN STREAM WOOD,ILL.

Reg. $35. Austin Manor's slacks to
complement the blazer or sportcoat.
Tailored for good fit and good looks in
a well-mannered blend of polyester/
wool. Men's waist sizes 30 to 42.
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

DEAR FIL AND MIL: Thanks. It's better than nil.
as.

CONFIDENTIAL TO FREDDY IN SAN FRANCISCO: Gloria has quit smoking for good. She
wants you to call her.
* ••

(Lonely? Get Abby's updated, revised and expanded
booklet, "How to Be Popular"—for people of all
ages. Send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
(37 cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray
(Across fres be First Methodist Chersh)

land in West Virginia's
New River Gorge to the
National Park Service.
Berwind already owns
the coal beneath the
Pike County mountaintop property and wants
to lease it to strip mining companies. Company officials said the
area would benefit from
more flat land when the
mining was finished.
The proposal would also
bring more jobs, they
said.
A company
spokesman said later
that Perkins' opposition
to the plan meant it is
"probably a dead
Issue."
If a bill is introduced
on the matter, Perkins
said,"I think I can kill it
in the House, and I will
be compelled to. I cannot afford to go against
the views of the Corps of
Engineers."
The Army Corps of
Engineers said that it
had doubts about
whether the mountaintop removal method
"will assure better
water quality, less
sedimentation (and)
less environmental
degradation" in the
area.
A 1979 corps report
-cited a serious sedimen.
tation problem in the
lake resulting from surface operations in the
watershed — a perennial concern when
waters rise and flooding
becomes possible.
Fishtrap Lake's dam
was built in 1968 by the
corps to promote flood
control, recreation and
wildlife enhancement.
Numerous Pike County residents and an official of the Army Corps
of Engineers said dur-°
ing Perkins' forum that

Horseman dies
PARIS, Ky. (AP) —
State police said a
27-year-old Bourbon
County horseman has
died in a one-car accident on a private road
on his farm.
Police said Nicholas
Ford Brent was alone in
his car Saturday night
when it left the road
about 11:20 p.m., on
Monterey Farm,about 2
miles south of Paris off
U.S. 27.
Brent was thrown
from the car, which rolled over on top of him.
Coroner Phillip Hutchinson said Brent died
instantly of multiple
injuries.

Your Individual
Horoscope

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4YA
You'll hear some extravagant statements, but
relations with friends prove
stimulating. A chance for
travel should be taken.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) t:S4iii7
Financial improvement is
likely, but you must say no to
requests for monetary aid.
New-found wealth is easily
squandered.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20) nalf
rit.
Partners provide you with
excitement. This time it's you
who doesn't know what to expect next. Don't mix business
and pleasure.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
An office attraction may
disappoint you. Work progress
is probable, but don't advertise your accomplishments
just yet.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
The accent is on merriment,
but • you should learn more
about a new heart interest.
Going out is favored over
home life.

taticg

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753.2617

WhirIpi;o1

FEBRUARY 21, 19114
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Career developments are
exciting, but make sure you
receive the proper remuneration. You'll have luck in
presenting ideas.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Look for new avenues of
entertainment. Be leery of
those who exaggerate. An insincere type asks a favor of
you. Don't be imposed upon.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Though real estate transactions are favored, personal extravagance is not. Someone
who flatters is after
something.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. n to Dec. 21)
You're in a cheerful mood,
but don't make promises you
won't be able to keep. You
may give a family member
the wrong impression.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72toJan. 19) 16
If you want something done
correctly, do it yourself.
financial
Favorable
developments occur now. A
friend is bothersome.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Hobbies and group activities
are highlighted. Don't loan
money at present. Outside
pressures interfere with evening events.
PISCES
(Feb. 19th Mar.20) XC
r
Discuss important business
matters in private. Someone
wants to visit at an inconvenient time. Distant affairs are
complicated.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
zest for living combined with
the ability to express yourself
well. You're often drawn to
the entertainment world and
you can make your mark as a
writer. Because you like action, you'd make a good war
correspondent or reporter.

111P11.
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WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS

JCPenney

A
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

•Slide and Store Basket• BONDAFLEX*-onsteel injerior Liner • Adjustable Temperature
Control•Defrost Drain•Key-eject Lock Power
Cord Lock•MILLION-MAGNET* Flex Lid •Tow .
•EASY FINANCING AVAILABt1
•90 DAYS SAW AS CASH

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
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Chest
Freezer
Model
EKISOCXL
15.2 cu. ft.
Storage
Capacity

And I'll bring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem for more gifts at local businesset My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or obligation-to you. Just engaged? New
parent? Moved? I'd like to visit you at your
convenience.
Itailaya WWI
'WW1 kin Asst.
Antos 163-3179
492-11341

Fl
(AP

peoplE
cident

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3

WELCOME WAGON.' y
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

they disapproved of the
idea. And a letter was
read from state parks
commissioner Fran
Curci expressing his
reservations about the
proposed project.
About 100 people attended the forum, held
at Pikeville High
School, and the debate
often became heated.
Fishtrap area residents
complained of poor
roads and poor water
quality in their area.
Ruth Bevins, a resident of the Grapevine
section of Pike County,
said that Fishtrap is
already "a $54 million
sludge pond."
In a Feb. 14 letter to
Perkins, Curci said that
he was skeptical "that
coal mining could occur
without damaging the
Reservoir and, more
importantly, (I) am
concerned that the action would set a precedent whereby the Corps
of Engineers would permit coal mining adjacent to other reservoirs
in Eastern Kentucky."

753 0595
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State taxpayers give less for nature

GREENUP,Ky.(AP) day to high school.
Church in Greenup, with
Half of the money
He said in eastern
About 90 of the birds America, then return to — Readers, admirers
The funeral will be at burial In the Plum
goes to the Kentucky Kentucky silt from strip of prey migrate through
the artificial nests to and colleagues of Jesse the United Methodist Grove Cemetery.
Nature Preserves Com- mining is wiping out the Kentucky each year,
Stuart were expected at
raise their young.
mission and the rest to ecology of entire pesticides drove out the
When completed, it his funeral here today.
the Kentucky Depart- streams. The state is last known nesting pair
will allow officials to
Stuart, who captured
ment of Fish and losing the stands of in the late 1940s.
BOBBY W9LFF
quickly determine the the spirit of eastern
Wildlife Resources' 400-year-old bur oak and
.Young ospreys have effect on wildlife of a
Kentuck
y,
received
Nongame Wildlife blue ash trees that pro- been taken from nests in
construction project worldwide recognition
Program.
NORTH
2-26-A
vide homes for barn Florida and Maryland such as a new highway.
"The word is half his that
for his writings.
•J 9 7 2
There are 31 'states owls and hawks.
that
half
his
speaks,
and
during the last years
Richard Hannan,
•K J 109
with similar programs.
He had been in a coma bears it." — Montaigne.
In western Kentucky, and brought to artificial director of the
•K 9 3
Nature
Colorado pioneered the sediment from mining nests in Kentucky,
•Q 3
Preserves Commission, since May 1982 and died
A bromide well remem- WEST
concept in 1977. Ken- runoff is filling the where they were fed fish said
EAST
he looks for bits of Friday at a nursing bered by too many novice •
53
4 Q I08 6
tucky and three other wildlife-rich swamps.
home
in
Ironton,
Ohio.
until they learned to remaining wilderness to
•6 5 4 2
players
goes:
•3 3
"Always
states began in 1980.
He
was 76.
One good part of the fend for themselves.
*A2
set aside.
return your partner's lead." •107 5 4
Officials predicted program has been an ef+97542
If the plan works, the
Many of Stuart's With hands like the one in •A 3
Using checkoff money
that Kentuckians' love fort to reintroduce a birds will spend several
SOUTH
and matching federal stories were about Ken- today's game, a defending
for their heritage would nesting population of years in adolescent
•A 4
funds, the commission tucky and the people East would be much better
•
AQ7
bring in hundreds of ospreys into the state.
roamings in South is about to make its first who lived around him. placed had he never heard
•Q J 3 6
of
such nonsense.
thousands of dollars
•KJ 106
purchase — 123 acres in Over a period of 50
East wins his diamond
each year when the prowestern Kentucky that years, he published 52 ace and if he's too tired to
Vulnerable: North-South.
gram started.
includes a 50-acre body books, including 10 think, he automatically Dealer South. The bidding:
But Kentuckians
of water named novels, more than 2,100 returns his partner's suit.
haven't been quite so
West
North East
poems and hundreds of This helpful defense gives South
Metropolis Lake.
I NT
Pass
2+
Pass
generous.
South plenty of time to 2*
Making the lake a short stories.
Pass
3 NT
All
John Wilson, a
establish
both
minors
and,
pass
state nature preserve
In 1955, residents of with one impulsive play, the
wildlife department
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. will mean that the bald Greenup
County had a defenders manage to hold
spokesman, said his
Opening lead: Diamond four
cypress and tupelo trees Jesse Stuart Day
and a themselves to two tricks
agency is preparing
DEAR DR. LAMB — I sebaceous cyst on my back, that ring the lake will
granite marker honor- South scoring two over- clubs, West wins his ace and
television and radio went to my doctor for a which the doctors say I don't
not feel the bite of a ing him was
a third spade lead through
placed in tricks.
public service an- swallowing problem and he have to remove unless it
Instead of returning a dummy nets the defenders
chainsaw, that the five front in front
of
found
a
slight
hiatal
hernia.
the
nouncements as well as
becomes infected. I'd rather rare
quick diamond deuce, East five tricks.
species of fish in courthouse.
a "wildlife notebook" to He prescribed an antacid, not have it.removed, but my
should think about the entire
the
lake
will
live
and
spouse feels I should.
send to newspapers. but I only took Rolaids.
His book, "The World hand. West's diamond four
Lead with The Aces
I sent for your Health LetWhat exactly is a seba- prosper, and that bald of Jesse Stuart, Selected (fourth-best lead) places
Professional tax
ter on hiatal hernias and it ceous cyst? I know it has to eagles will continue to
South and West with four South holds: 2-20-8
preparers also have
has been very helpful. Now I do with sebum, but I'm not perch in the trees and Poems," published in diamonds each, so a future
been contacted and only take
1975
was
nominated
for in diamonds impossible
an occasional sure what sebum is.
hunt over the water.
4- • is
to
made aware of the Rolaid and I've eliminated
a Pulitzer Prize, while
11.1 103
"We
will
never
visualize.
have
DEAR READER —
checkoff.
* A 76 2
his book "The Thread
the heartburn.
the
What
shift
expanses
promises
betof
forests
•Q J 10 9 3 3
John MacGregor, who
But I still have trouble Sebum is an oily secretion or the thundering herds That Runs So True" — ter things? There are no
runs the Nongame swallowing food. The food produced by glands inside
based
on
guarantees,
his
career as
of course, but
of buffalo that Daniel
Wildlife Program, said builds up in the esophagus your skin. It's the same
an educator — was the bidding gives a clue. East South West North
Boone
material
saw,
that
but
forms
it's
not
white443
Pass
613
he is concerned that the and I have to drink a lot of
All
heads,some of which change too late to go out and selected as the best book South denied a four-card
pass
major but might well hold a
itate's wildlife is faring water, about three glasses color and become black- find
of
1949
by
the
National
a
few places that
doubleton spade. (A doublepoorly in the face of in- with every meal. Is this due heads. The oily material norhave been left the way Education Association. ton heart would place West ANSWER: Diamond ace.
creased mining and to the hernia?
Stuart was born Aug. with a five-card suit — one Time for action. Hope for
DEAR READER — The mally comes to the surface they are and preserve
industrialization.
fact that you had heartburn of the skin to work as a natu- them," Hannan said. 9, 1907, in a log cabin in he might well have led.) So two quick diamond tricks or
suggests you had esophageal ral moisturizer and lubrica- "We are trying to Greenup County and at trick two, East should one diamond trick and a
shift to his fourth-best trump trick from partner.
reflux. The acid contents of tor.
When the ducts that drain preserve a series of win- although his parents spade. South ducks to West's
the stomach leaked backcould
barely
dows that future Kenwrite, he
Send bridge cmestions to The Aces,
king, and the spade return
ward into your lower the sebaceous glands tuckians
Box 12343, Dallas, Toms 75225.
can use to look and his four brothers knocks out South's ace. Now P.O.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
esophagui. The constant-irri- become obstructed, the into
walked
the
three
past."
miles each when South tries to establish for reply.
tation of the lower eso- material accumulates withphagus can cause scarring. in the skin and forms a cyst.
The contracted scar may They usually contain this
make it difficult for food to sebaceous material in a litpass easily into your stom- tle sac. These cysts can be
small or large. If they are
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The accident occurred ach.
You
also
can
have
the unsightly or in a location
(AP) — Six people died ...at 1:25 a.m.
same problem if the eso- where they might cause a
on Kentucky roads this
State police said phagus goes into a spasm. mechanical problem, a simweekend after three 2-year-old Crystal Gail
The food lodges in the lower ple incision can be made
people were killed in ac- Gentry of Cumberland esophagus. In some people, over the cyst and the entire
cidents Sunday.
was killed Sunday when the amount of food that cyst removed.
They aren't cancerous. As
State police said the a truck backed up on
a accumulates in the esodeaths raised the total street in Cumberland phagus without passing into your doctor has told you,
for this year to 66, com- and hit her.
the stomach can provoke the they are harmless unless
vomiting of undigested food. they become infected.
pared to 79 at the same
Using ladders near electrical
Police said the child
Anyone having trouble
power lines can be nsky business All it
time last year.
takes is one careless move to injure or kill
Lillian Poole, 42, of was on a tricycle and swallowiog needs a careful
yourself. Always remember to watch for overClay City, and Michael rode behind the truck examination. You must be
head power lines when moving or using ladders
Hancock, 29, of Win- where the driver could sure there's no malignaney
Don't put your life on the line
in the esophagus. A divertichester, were killed not see her.
The driver, Terry culum (pocket) of the esoSunday when the two
phagus can cause similar
cars they were riding in Gladson, 2 7 , of problems. A doctor
may
Cumberla
nd,
was not need to put a scope down
collided 6 miles north of
Richmond, state police charged. The incident your esophagus to see
occurred at 10:15 a.m. directly what's there.
said.
0A ,11
You also may need some
The two drivers, Fred
Dwain Taylor
Lisa Moran, 14, of Jefdilatations
if the lower part
D. Anderson, 59, of ferson County, died
Chevrolet
Austin, Ind., and after being struck by of the esophagus is contracted.
That
often
,
helps
to
Bernell Lemay, 41, of two cars Friday. She
753-2617
Winchester, were died at a Louisville relieve the situation before
the scar contracts further.
3•11MIIIMMINNIA
hospitalized with multi- hospital a few minutes
In any case, go back to
ple injuries.
after being hit.
your doctor for a follow-up
Police said a car
S3316:1•1SV1 S311c1cIfIS 31IHM woo S3318d• 1SV1 S311ddllS 31IHM GOOD S3318d•l.SVI S311ddflS
A Gallatin County examination. I'm glad the
311HM ao 0
driven by Anderson was man and woman were Health Letter 4-8, Hiatal
co
headed south on Ken- killed Friday in a traffic Hernia: Esophageal Reflux,
-,
tucky 627 at a high rate accident on Kentucky 35 helped you. Others who want
LU
Reelfoot
o
New Store
of speed when it went about 2 miles north of this issue can send 75 cents
NO
E
c!
Hours
out of control and collid- Sparta, state police with a long, stamped, selfa.
addressed
envelope
for
it
to
ed with the northbound said.
me in care of this newspacar driven by Lemay.
1411
The victims were per, P.O. Box
\
cn
Thru
1551, Radio
Hancock was riding identified as Kenneth
•oii
4
City Station, New York, NY
Saturday
with Lemay and Ms. Towles, 21, and a 10019.
Poole was a passenger passenger, Linda Kyle, DEAR DR. LAMB
8-7
It' The Total
$1 I
— I
623 South 4th
Murray, Ky.
in Anderson's car.
20, both of Sparta.
have a small, innocuous
On The Tape
a.
12
FRANKFORT. Ky.
(AP) — Kencpcky is getting less money for
nature through a tax
form checkoff than
many other states.
Taxpayers can give
part or all of their
refunds to a program
that aids wildlife in Kentucky by checking a box
on their state income
tax return.
But a study. by the
Nongame Wildlife
Association of North
America revealed that
Kentuckians' total contributions were among
the lowest in 20 states
receiving wildlife tax
checkoff funds in 1983.
Kansas, for example,
had fewer taxpayers
eligible to donate but
received $227,000.
The first year the
checkoff was used in
Kentucky, it brought in
$84,000, the second year
$81,000 and last year
$85.000 was contributed.
The 1983 statistics,
compiled before all tax
returns had been
counted, showed that a
smaller percentage of
Kentuckians (1.3 percent) participated than
in any other state, but
they gave the secondhighest average contribution, $7.20. Late
returns showed 1.5 percent of Kentucky taxpayers gave an average
of $8.73.

THE ACES®

HEALTH

Esophageal reflux

Six people killed
on Kentucky roads
during weekend

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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Stuart funeral set today

Doz.
,
LOOK

12 Oz. Can

Meal

4 Roll Pkg.

Tissue

Pizza

Reelfoot Old Fashioned Jumbo Franks
1 Lb. $1.28

Red

Potatoes
10 Lb. Bag

Reelfoot
All Meat

Martha White

Wieners

Flou
r
5 Lb.

960 $ 1 59 880 890

(Privately Owned & Operated)
We've Received Several Tractor-Trager Loads Of
Floor Covering — Direct From
The Mill — Meaning Savings Exceeding 50%
On Much Of This Fist Quality
Merchandise!!
Our Prices On Current Production Fist Quality
Materials WIN Not Be Beath?
— AND —
WE GUARANTEE WHAT WE SELL.

12 Oz.

Hi-Dri Towels Jumbo Roll 494

During This Truckload Sale, We're Offering Thousands
Of Yards Of:
Sculptured Carpet (100% Nylon)
$4.29-$8.99
Elegant Plush (100% Nylon)
$7.997$9.99
Vinyl (Over 40 Rolls In Stock)
From $2.99
Foam Carpet Pad (II'')
75'
We Also Carry Kitchen Prints, Commercial Carpeting,
Outdoor Grass (Turf)
And Much, Much More At Considerable Savings.
— AND— •
We Have Our Own Professional Installers Whose Work
Is 100% Guatenteedll
"WE'RE ONLY MINUTES AWAY"
We invite You To Visit Our Store, Browse Around
In Ow New 0,000 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse, And Compare Our Price, Guarantied Quality
and Service.
We Think You'll is PNasantIT Surprised!?

t

R.C., R.C. 100
Diet Rite

Coca-Cola,
Sprite, Tab

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

8 Pk. 16 Oz..

$1

Smucker's 2 Lb. Grape Jelly $1.19
Downy Fabric

7
.--- ceelfoot

Softener Sausage
.

39

$ 1 69
Plus Deposit

Yellow Onions Lb. 334

$255 98°
,1 Lb.
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Shedd's 3 Lb. Country Crock Margarine $1.79
A

a.
•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST *PRICES GOOD WHILE
SUPPLIES LAST•
"MP

'

CL.
•

96 Oz

Plus Deposit
°

ci)

-J

Totinto
Assorted Variety

One Of Kentucky's Largest
In-Stock Stores

0

5 lb.
Turner 4 Qt. Pail Ice Cream $3.59

Main Street, Calvert City, Kentucky
Phone 395-5545
Store Hours: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. (Mon.
-Sat.)

Northern Bathroom

980 $ 1 09 890 990

30-50% SAVINGS!

Carpet" Truckload Sale!!
CALVERT DISCOUNT
CARPET CENTER

Nunn Better
White or Yellow
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Said Mike Rice, YSU
coach, "We were expecting different things
than what they came out
doing tonight. Then we
hhcl to change around
and we lost the emotion
of the game. They
( MSU I executed very,
very well tonight."

back," Rice said. "You for other teams too as
prepare for Murray the post-season tournawith your defenses con- ment draws near.
centrated towards
"Well," says Greene,
minimizing what he "after four years guys
does. Without him in (in the OVC) had a certhere Murray's whole tain way they were gopsychology of the game ing to play us. Now
is different.
they'll see something
"We haven't played different."
•

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Was he surprised at
how well MSU did
without Sleets?
"Not really," Rice
anSwered after a second's thought,
"Sometimes when a
team loses a playerttpt
happens. The other
players dig down
deeper, play better,
listen to their coach
more. Sometimes it's a
blessing to lose a player

good basketball for
about four weeks now
and tonight we were a
little tired - which isn't
taking away from Murray at all. They played
well together."
The absence of Sleets
the last two games coincided with a change
Greene and his staff
have been thinking
about instigating for
some time now. The new
offense, though, will
"... I know I would work as well or better
have like to have lost even if Sleets does come
about four tonight," back to the lineup,
Rice added with road- Greene insists.
weary humor.
"We had this parYoungstown, once ticular change (motion
among the frontrunners offense) already in our
of the OVC, has fallen repetoire. Even with Lavictim to the road mont in there now he'd
recently, winning only be having more success
twice in the last five with this new strategy.
outings away from We pass the ball around
home.
more and it opens up
But Rice wasn't about more shots for us."
to blame his team's loss
Making alterations so
on being tired. No, he late in the season can
said the difference was sometimes be disruphow MSU played tive for a team fighting
without Sleets - to stay in the hunt the
especially since way Murray is. But the
everything the Penguins new look has people buzhad practiced on was zing about how well the
aimed at stopping the Racers are playing
senior guard.
together as a team.
"We thought with a
The new look can also
day or two's rest he'd be be a tougher adjustment

•

•

YOUNGSTOWN ST (62)
Robbins 5-10 0-2 10. Williams 4.10
2-2 10. Tunsdall 3-10 1.2 7. Cherry 3.10
1 2 7. Timko 7-11 0-0 14 Carter 0-1 0-0
0, Robinson 4-6 1-29. Keshock 1-20.0
2. S Martin 1-2 1.4 3. Fulcher
0 Totals 213-85 6-14 62
MURRAY ST.(113)
Talley 9-14 4-4 22. V Martin 7-10 1-2
15 Lahm 3-5 1.2 7. Stewart 3-8 2-3 8.
Jones 5-8 12.13 22, Holland 2-4 0-04.
Davis 2-2 1-2 5. West.0-0 0-0 0. Yarborough 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 31.51 21-26
83
Halftime score - Murray St 36,
Youngstown St 31 Fouled out - S
Martin Rebounds - Youngstown za
S Martin 8 i;Murray 95 i Talley 101
Assists - Youngstown 12 Timko 4 1.
Murray 17 Holland. Jones and Martin 4 Total fouls - Youngstown 23
Murray 15 A - 4.171
• • •

Murray State will be
having its final regular
season meeting of the
Racer Club Tuesday at
noon at the Golden Corral Restaurant, Ron
Greene will be the guest
speaker.
There may be more
meetings, say MSU officials, but they will be
rescheduled at a later
date.

Standings
Ohio Valfey Conference
Colt
AN Grows
W L Pct W L Pct
Morehead St. 9 2 .818 19 5 .792
Tenn. Tech 9 2 .818 15 8 .652
Murray St.
7 4 6314.
9 .009
Youngstown 7 5 .5.33 15 9 .625
Austin Peay 4 7 .364 10 13 .435
Middle Tenn. 3 8 .273 10 14 .417
E Kentucky 3 8 .273 8 15 .948
Akron
3 9 .250 8 16 .333
Saturday's GaeliiiiS
Murray State 83, Youngstown 62
Tennessee Tech 70, Morehead
State 62
Middle Tennessee 64. Eastern
Kentucky 61
Austin Peay 83. Akron 81 ar
Thursday's Games
Austin Peay at Morehead State
Middle Tennessee at Youngstown
Murray State at Eastern
Kentucky
Tennessee Tech at Akron
Friday's Game
Tennessee Tech at Youngstown
(10:30 p.m. tv game)
Sabarday's Gaines
Austin Peay at Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee at Akron
Murray State at Morehead

Murray State posted an impressive 83-62 Ohio Valley Conference victory over visiting Youngstown State Saturday because of the play of two
'Tweeners- Craig Talley (21) and Craig Jones (44). 'Tweeners, according to MSU
'TWEENERS -

Coach Ron Greene,'are players who are about6-foot-4 who can play "tween guard
and forward." Talley and Jones had 22 points each against the Penguins.

Staff photos by Jim Rector

U.S. lifted at end of Olympics
by 1-2 slalom finish of Mahres
e

Our prescription eyewear
goes with any pair of shoes.
Your best vision is important whether you're in the office,
on the slopes or at the pool. And at Southern Optical, we
have the expertise and equipment to custom-tailor prescription eyewear for all the things you like to do.
We can fit you with prescription swim goggles, sunglasses, protective eyewear for active sports like racquetball, and, of course, more traditional frames in styles
and colors to suit any occasion. We even offer a special
discountfor each additional complete pair of eyewear made
to the same prescription.
Talk with one of our opticians about your unique eyewear
needs. And find out what a difference the right prescription
eyewear can make.

god**
optitat
Your real value in better vision.
Eyeweer•Contact Larissa

Olympic Plaza Shopping Canter. Highway 641 North
.1
M•0422

•
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SARAJEVO,
Yugoslavia (AP) Lifted by comeback
twins Phil and Steve
Mahre, the United
States closed out the
14th Winter Olympics on
a flag-waving high and
an eye toward Calgary
in 1988.
As the Olympic flame
flickered out Sunday, officially ending the
12-day sports carnival,
winter athletes from 49
countries paraded out of
the flag-bedecked Zetra
ice arena to the applause of 5 , 00•O
spectators.
"See you in Calgary,"
was the cry, in song and
farewells, as the $135
million extravaganza
ended on a snowy night.
Organizers predicted
that the Sarajevo
Games, among the
smoothest ever, would
finish in the black.
As expected, the
Soviet Union regained
the overall medals title,
edging East Germany
25-24. But the East Germans, who beat out the
Soviets in the 1980
medals race at Lake
Placid, headed home
with the most golds nine to the Soviets' six.
Finland, near invincible in the Nordic
events, was third with 13
medals, four gold, three
silver, six bronze; Norway was fourth with
three gold, two silver
and four bronze, and the
United States was fifth
with four golds and four
silver.

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

44-

Kentucky
outlasts
Vanderbilt
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Play'of 'Tweeners gives MSU new look
If you've been around
MSU basketball long
enough to notice the
Racers are playing
without Lamont Sleets
in the lineup, then
you're probably observant enough to notice
the team is playing
quite well without him.
Quite well, indeed.
Let's face it. The Racers
have played super team
ball with the sharpshooter from Eminence
parked on the bench in
street clothes.
What's the
difference?
Murray State's Ron
Greene says it has to do
with his altering the
Racer offense. Now, instead of running the
structured, high-post
look. the Racers are on
the move in a motion,
passing attack utilizing
the talents of what
Greene calls his
'Tweeners - players
like Craig Talley and
Craig Jones, both 6-4,
who can play 'tween
guard and forward.
The difference is
more than noticeable
since the Racers have
blown past their last two
opponents - Akron
(83-75) on Thursday and
Youngstown (84-62) on
Saturday.
But, says Greene,
"You want to look good
this time of the season."
With the Ohio Valley
Conference winding up
the regular season in the
next two weeks, it's
none to soon for the
Racers to be unveiling
their newest winning
ways - with or without
Sleets who is sidelined
with sciatic nerve
problems.
With Sleets on the
bench. Talley and Jones
chunked in -22 points
apiece Saturday and
totally disrupted
Youngstown '5
gameplan.

....srea•ren•11411
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The Mahre brothers' conclusion to a 10-year
stunning 1-2 finish in the skiing career. Arid the
men's slalom kept the 1-2 finish marked a reUnited States from suf- bound for Phil and Steve
fering its lowest medals from a disappointing
World Cup season.
harvest in 20 years.

Mahre brothers
in men's slalom

Pipes &
Accessories
1 5 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
6145 4th St.
Allsorray. Fein Ins. Bldg.
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(Continued on Pg.10)

earn gold, silver

Using walkie talkies
to coach one another
between runs, the
26-year-old twins from
Yakima, Wash., gave
the highly successful
U.S. Alpine team a
crowning finish.
"I gave him comments after the first
run," Steve said. "After
his second, he said,'OK,
here's what you've got
to do to beat me.' We
believe in one another.
He's my best coach and
I'm his best coach. If I
don't win, he'd better."
Phil Mahre had
another reason to
celebrate. His wife gave
birth to a son in Scottsdale, Ariz., on Sunday,
but he didn't learn of it
until after the race.
Asked which was
more important to him,
he replied, "What a
ridiculous question. I
feel good with this
medal, but I wish I were
home right now."
Phil will join his wife,
Holly, in Scottsdale on
Tuesday. They have a
17-month-old daughter,
Lindsey.
This is Phil's final
season on the World Cup
ski circuit, and his run
Sunday was a brilliant

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Sixth-ranked
Kentucky showed
Vanderbilt that the, difference between being
the Southeastern Conference leader and tied
for sixth place is
composure.
,The Wildcats, 11-3 in
the SEC and 20-3
overall, moved one-half
game ahead of Auburn
In the tight SEC race
Sunday with a nailbiting 58-54 victory over
the Commodores.
"They pressured us
and we had a few turnovers, but we kept our
composure," said
Wildcat guard Dicky
Beal, who dropped in a
pair of free throws to
clinch the Kentucky
victory.
"This team can come
back on anybody," added Kentucky center
Melvin Turpin, whose
short jumper with 30
seconds remaining gave
the Wildcats a 56-54
lead.
"As soon as the ball
went up it was a
physical game and we
just came out the winners," said Turpin, who
hit 11 of 15 shots from
the floor to lead all
scorers with 22 perints.
The Wildcats, who hit
60 percent from the floor
and 10 of 12 free throws,
appeared on the verge
of breaking the game
open several times,
holding 10-point leads on
three occasions.
But the patient Commodores, 11-12 and 6-8,
contintied to battle back
into contention.
Trailing 48-38 with
7:40 remaining, Vanderbilt outscored the
Wildcats 16-6, deadlocking Kentucky at 54-all
when forward Sam
Bowie was called for
goaltending on a'shot by
Commodore center
Brett Burrow with 37
seconds left.
Turpin answered
quickly, hitting his short
jumper off a Kentucky
fast break.
Burrow drew a charge
from Turpin on the play,
but missed the front end
of his one-and-one opportunity and Kentucky's Kenny Walker
grabbed the rebound.
Beal was fouled with
23 seconds remaining
and his two free throws
took the Commodores
out of the game.
Vanderbilt left its
chance for an upset at
the free throw line
where they converted
only eight of 17
opportunities.

"It has finally come
together at just the right
time," Phil said. "My
slalom has been good all
year, but I just haven't
concentrated enough. I
concentrated better
today."
The Soviet Union's
hockey team, rebounding from its 1980 loss,
its first in the Winter
Games in 12 years,
swept through the tournament in awesome
fashion, outscoring the
competition 48-5. Sunday's 2-0 shutout over
previously unbeaten
Czechoslovakia gave
the Soviets a perfect 7-0
mark.
Also on Sunday,
Sweden blanked Canada
for the bronze to end up
4-2-1. Canada finished
4-3. Fifth went to West
Germany, with a 7-4 victory over Finland.
The biggest disappointment was the U.S.
hockey team, which fell
from a gold medal finish
in 1980 to seventh,
lowest placing ever for a
U.S. Olympic hockey
team.
Glowing brighUy was
th. strong U.S.,performance in the Alpine
events. Three of the four
&Ids oame on Mount
Bjelasnica and Mount
Jahorina, including 1-2
finishes la the women's

giant slalom and men's
slalom.
Debbie Armstrong
and Christin Cooper
(Continued on Pg.101

Louisville
knocks off
Memphis
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
(AP)- Louisville coach
Denny Crum says Memphis State is in the best
position to win the
Metro Conference
championship despite
an 85-78 loss to his
Cardinals.
Louisville, behind the
34-point attack by senior
guard Milt Wagner,
halted the Tigers'
12-game winning streak
Saturday by outshooting
the Tigers 29-10 at the
free-throw line.
The loss dropped the
eighth-ranked Tigers to
19-4 for the year and 9-1
in the Metro. Crum's
Cardinals are now 9-2 in
the league and 17-8
overall.
Louisville now leads
in the series, 33-13, but
the two will meet again
for the season finale.
Meanwhile, the Cardinals face independent
Wright State tonight in
Freedom Hall.
LOUISVILLE MO
Forrest 44 5-5 13, Thompson 44
44 12, Jones 2-4 5-10 12, Wagner
1341 3434, Gordon 4.11 4-4 12, Hall
0-4 0-0 0. Mae/Mil04 0.10. Bumpkin
1-1 0-0 2.1ssanas-rr 10-113
MUIPRIS ST.(70
Becton 5-11 4-4 IS, Holmes 4404
S. Lee 5-13 34 15. Haynes 54324 1$,
Turner 5420418 Illetnord1414 6,
McCoy 04 04 0. Bush 0-0 0-00,
Albright 0-0040 Totals 1440 1044

n. •

•

Halftime - Memptsis Ut. 40,
Louisville INL reeled out- Mama
Rebounds - LouluSis IS autos
Si. Identobis lit. U(est). Maid
1.1 Morass 41. Ilene
obis IR. IS Illedisseb BeeSall 40).
Total keels - Louisville IS. Mem
phis SIAS. A - 11.1110-
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Lady Racers face season's end on the road
With the home portion
of their schedule closed,
the Lady Racers now
hope they can continue
playing on the road with
the same success
they've had over the
past eight games in
Racer Arena.
Saturday's 84-72
triumph over
Youngstown State, gave
Murray State's women
a 7-1 record over a
19-day period beginning
January 31.
During that time the
Lady Racers improved

to 10-13, 5-6 in Ohio
Valley Conference play.
With three regular
season games remaining, the Lady Racers
are threatening to grant
MSU Coach Jean Smith
her first .500 season
ever at the university.
Mathematically the
Murray women still
have a shot at making
the OVC Final Four
Tournament, but they'll
have to win their next
three games on the road
to have a chance. To
date the Lady Racers

are 1-7 on the road and
two of their next three
games are against two
of the top three teams in
the conference —
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead.
The other two in the
top four to date are Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
Saturday's victory
over the Lady Penguins
was indicative of the
Lady Racers' play the
past few weeks as Lori
Barrett and Karen
Hubert teamed up to

score 49 of MSU's
points. Barrett, a native
of Calvert City, Ky., had
25 points; Hubert, a
junior college transfer,
had 24..
Hubert also had a
tremendous night on the
boards grabbing 19 rebounds and Melody OtUnger, who had 12
points, came up with
eight rebounds, seven
assists and six steals.
Leslie Laile contributed
12 points and six assists
to the victory.
The Lady Racers

overcame a concerted
team effort by the Ohio
squad as the Lady
Penguins placed six
players in double
figures led by Mary Jo
Vodenichar's 16.
Murray trailed at intermission, 40-36.
Thursday the Lady
Racers visit Richmond
to play Eastern Kentucky followed by a
Saturday visit to
Morehead. Austin Peay,
March 3, will host MSU
in both teams final
game.
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LI000
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PRESIDENTS'
BIRTHDAY
38% Off! Color Computer 2
-

Compact Color Graphics
Printer TRS-80 CGP-115 by Radio Shack

TRS-80g by Radio Shack

Save 920

4:4
lir -

1.

1.

MEM I

16K Extended BASIC

Save
$80

5

rommm2 -mi
44291L0•412C.F.742.M..,

Was $319.95 in Cat. RSC-10
SPLIT DECISION — Murray State's Leslie Laile (10) drives between two
Youngstown State players for two of her 12 points in Saturday's 84-72 victory. Trying to stop the Murray guard is Margaret Porter (32).
Photo by Dick Hoffman

Yarborough wins at Daytona
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AP) — Cale Yarborough passed Darrell
Waltrip and roared
away on the last lap
Sunday to win the
Daytona 500 for the
fourth time.
Yarborough became
only the second driver
to win consecutive

Daytona classics, joining Richard Petty, who
won in 1973 and 1974.
The victory was the
14th overall for Yarborough at Daytona, including four Daytona
500s and four
Firecracker 400s. That's
more than anyone else.

Car Rental
Call:
Gene

NEW LOW PRICE
• Vivid 8-Color Graphics • Sound Effects
• Attaches Easily to Any Color Television
Start computing today! Learn BASIC programming or
use our instant-loading Program Paks for learning, fun
and financial applications. Create drawings, charts,
even animation. Memory expands to 64K. #26-3027
TV and Programs Pak s estra

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

CflatinF
•

Reg. 199.95

Ideal for Use With Any TRS-80 Computer
Hurry in to save 400/0 on this versatile, high-quality
printer! Produces sharp graphics and alphanumerics in
red, green, blue and black. Uses easy-to-replace ink
cartridges. Only 215/16 x 81/4 x 81/2" #26-1192

Cordless-Handset Telephone

Liquid-Cooled Speaker Syste

ET-350 by Radio Shack

Save $30

Save 900

LOWEST PRICE EVER!

139V,

*

5R.

499

tt t
tL

The Proleswana r,.-#

Open Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

79.95

Last-Number Auto-Radial
Universal Dial System for pushbutton dialing even on rotary
dial lines. Use base on desk or
mount on standard modular wall
bracket. #43-266 FCC registered

AUTO
LAUNDRY

Open Mon. thru Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

m.o.Asa*

Duhmann

SCOREBOARD
•

119

USE YOUR

May be incompatible with certain hearing aids

Closed
Sunday

Mach One by Realistic

Reg. 239.95 Each
• Real Walnut Veneer
• Powerful 15" Woofer
Wall-shaking bass,
breathtaking highs! Ferrofluid-cooled midrange
and tweeter horns.
283/4 x 175/8 x 12". #40-4029

Car AM/FM Stereo Cassette
With Dolby* NR By Realistic

Save! AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronomaticg-233 by Realistic

College Basketball Results
College Basketball
Sunday's Score'
SOUTH
Kentucky 58, Vanderbilt 54
N Carolina 78, Maryland 63
MIDWEST
Illinois 70, Michigan St 53
FAR WEST
Fresno St 68. Nev -Las Vega. 13
Saturday's Scores
EAST
Boston U 73, Vermont 84 OT
Bucknell 77. Hofstra 59
Columbia 77. Yale 76
Cornell 47. Brown 39
Dartmouth 56. Pennsylvania 52
Drexel 71. Towson St 56
FDU 84. Robert Morris 70
Fordham 82. Manhattan 62
George Washington 80.
Massachusetts 62
Harvard 56. Princeton 50
Howard 56, Md -E Shore 56. OT
Iona 91, Fairfield 88
James Madison 80, George
Mason 75. OT
la Salle 91. Holy Cross 69, OT
*Lafayette 67. Lehigh 53
Loyola. Md 95. LIU 84
Northeastern 79. Colgate MO
Rider 87. Delaware 68
Siena 66. Mari,( 62
St Bonaventure 77. Rutgers 70.
OT
St Francis, Pa 87. Wagner 70
St Peter's 52. Army 51
St Thomas Aquinas 78, Dowling
63
Syracuse 87. Connecticut 85. 301
Temple 78. Duquesne 70
Villanova 73, Seton Hall 66
W Connecticut 76. Curry 71. 70T
West Virginia 70, Penn St 59
York 74. St Mary's 49
SOUTH
Alcorn St 90. Jackson St 62
Appalachian St 76. W. Carolina
74
Auburn 81. Georgia 63
Austin Peay 83. Akron 81, OT
Belhaven FA, Xavier 89
Centenary 65, NW Louisiana 46
Davidson 79. E Tennessee St 63
Duke 71, Wake Forest 77 OT
Middle Tennessee 64. Eastern
Kentucky ill
Georgia
Charleston Baptist 82
GramblIng 76. Mississippi Val 60
LouHviille 85. Memphis St 78
Marshall 85, The Citadel 71
Maryland 06 Clemson 65, 301'
McNees, St 97 Louisiana Tech
79
Mercer 72, Georgia Southern 68
Mississippi St 70. Mississippi 51
N Carolina 116 N Carolina St 71
N Carolina A&T 76, Florida A&M
64
Navy 73. William & Mary 71

Old Dominion 76 ,
Xavier. Ohio 78. Oral Roberts 76
Ala -Birmingham 55
SOUTHWEST
Pembroke St 73, Campbell 71
Alabama St. 94, Texas Southern
Richmond 60. E. Carolina 50
70
S Alabama 67. S Florida 57
Arkansas 59, Texas 41
S. Carolina 69. Virginia Tech 67
Ark .•Little Rock 71, SE Louisiana
SW Louisiana 66. NE Louisiana 54
81
Samford 79. Hardin.Simmons 78,
Houston 74. Virginia 65
OT
Lamar 94, Texas-Arlington 73
l'n -Chattanooga 85, Furman 78
N Texas St 67, Arkansas St 83
Tennessee Is, Florida 74. 20T
Oklahoma 93, Colorado 80
Tennessee Tech 70. Morehead St
So Methodist 60. Texas A&M 58.
62
OT
Tulane 41. New Orleans 39
Southern 77, Prairie View 49
W Kentucky 80, N C -Charlotte
Texas Christian 73. Baylor 67. OT
76. OT
Texas Tech 74, Rice 71
MIDWEST
Texas-El Paso 73, Wyoming 66
Ball St 71. Toledo 89
Texas-San Antonio 107. E.
Bowling Green 52, Ohio U. 46
Washington 70
Butler 78, Oklahoma City 52
W Texas St. 88. So, Illinois 84
Creighton 69, Drake 60
FAR WEST
Dayton 72. DePaul 71
Boise St 74, Idaho 57
Detroit 68. St Louis 63
Brigham Young 68. Notre Dame
E. Illinois 96, Cleveland St PO
64
E Michigan 65. W Michigan 59
California 48. So California 37
III -Chicago 76. W Illinois 69, OT
Fullerton St 77. Cal .Santa BarIowa 74. Ohio St 60
bara 57
Iowa St 69. Nebraska 48
Gonzaga 73. Santa Clara 83
Kansas 72. Missouri 62
Montana 79. Nevada•Reno 82
Kansas St 72, Oklahoma St 56
N Arizona 70. Montana St 49
Kent St 74, N Illinois 62
New Mexico 61, Colorado St 50
Marquette 69. Stetson 55
Oregon St, 66. Washington St. 55
Minnesota 65. Cincinnati 61
St Mary's. Cant 81. Pepperdine
No Iowa 87. Valparaiso 71
68
Northwestern 63 Indiana 51
San Jose St 56, Long Beach St 53
Purdue 67. Michigan 64, OT
Stanford 75. UCLA 64
S Carolina St. 88. Bethune
U of San Diego 60. Loyola. Calif
Cookman 80
se
SW Missouri St 61. Drury 41
Utah 72. San Diego St. 63
Tulsa 105. Wichita St. 97
Utah St 96. New Mexico St 88
WI. •Green Bay 83. N Michigan
Washington 79. Oregon 58
77
Weber St M. Idaho St. 71

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Assoctation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlanta Div11110f1
W L Pct
Boston
42 12
778
Philadelphia
34 19
642
New York
33 20
623
New Jersey
26 29
473
Washington
25 79
462
Central Denson
Milwaukee
32 23
582
Detroit
30 22
577
Atlanta
28 27
500
Chicago
21 30
412
Cleveland
20 32
383
Indiana
16 37
302
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divlsoon
Utah
12 22
593
Dallas
29 76
527
San,Anlonio
25 31
444
23 30
434
Denver
22 33
HIO
Houston
21 33
389

BRAD BELCHER
Manager

Pacitx (revision
Los Angeles
34 IR
654 —
Portland
32 23
582
34
Seattle
GB
26 24
538
6
Phoenix
24 30
444 11
7t, Golden State
24 Si
4341 114
61.. San Diego
17 37
315 18
164
Saturday's Games
17
New York 113, New Jersey 102
Indiana 118. Cleveland 03
Detroit 130, Dallas 115
I
Kansas City III. Atlanta 106
4
Phoenix 128. Houston 102
Los Angeles 120, San Diego 116
9
101
,
Golden State 113. Washington 107
15
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 101 New York 97
Detroit 142 San Antonio 140. OT
Seattle 137, Denser 170
Indiana 106 Utah 104
Milwaukee 113. Chicago 103
ft
Boston 107 Portland 101
101
,
Mondry's Games
1
No games scheduled

•
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sia

12-Station
Memory
(6 AM/6 FM)

Save 15995

$90
Reg. 249.95
30 watts total power for superb sound! Dolby NR lowers
tape hiss. Drift-free digital synthesized tuning, LED time/
frequency display, pushbuttons for loudness and metal
tape. #12-1903 DIN-size chassis With in-dash Mounting hardware
• TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing

Corp

33% Off! 4-Way Stereo System
Clarinette5'-102 by Realistic

27% Off

278Reg.37.95
8

Battery Backup wakes you on time if AC fails overnight.
Battery Sentiner LED warns of weak battery. Hi/lo LED
dimmer switch, indicators for p.m./wake, radio or buzzer
alarm. #12-1540 Backup battery extra

Desktop Calculator With 4-Key
EC-2001 by Radio Shack
Memory

Save $100 27% Off

19995

6
.11

USF YOUR

Reg. 299.95

Reg. 29.95

• AM/FM Stereo Radio • 2-Speed Record Changer
• Cassette and 8-Track Record/Playback Decks
Record off radio or phono onto either deck, even.make
deck-to-deck copies Two 22"-high 2-way speaker systems
with 8" woofer and 3" tweeter. #13-1208

Coiled Phone Handset Cords
By Radio Shack

2195

*

Perfect for tax time!
Percent, percent-of-change,
item and gross profit margin
keys. Fixed or floating decimal,
switchable auto constant. #65-660

TRS-80® Certified Computer
Diskettes
By Radio Shack

Cut
25
%

449
.

oftOrtmallf
irq(/0
14 .
0
‘Waff160,
1Kr
rtagegatt. k •,4

catko

Each
Reg. 5.95
18-toot modular replacement cords for improved appearance. versatility and lasting quality.
Beige #279-379. Satin #279-361, White•#279-381
Brown #279-378, Almond #279-380

Batteries Ai

adapter extr.1

F-7-1

34% Off **

•

• 51
/
4" • Unformatted
• Certified Error-Free
Single-sided, 40-track, double density.
Single. #26-?05, Reg. 4.95
3-Pack. #26-405, Reg 13 95
10-Pack. 026-406, Reg 39 95

Sale 3.25
Sale 9.25
Sale 26.50
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Dream of fourth title ends for CMS
Calloway Middle
School's bid to win its
fourth district championship in five years
fell short Saturday as
the Lady Lakers were
upset in the final game
by Benton, 33-30.
The Calloway hosts
had a six point lead at
one time, but the Indians closed the gap and
tied the game 17-17 by
halftime.
The third period proved to be CCMS' undoing
as the Indians came out
hot after intermission

and pulled ahead 26-19
to take a lead the Lady
Lakers never could
overcome.
Calloway trimmed the
visitors' lead to one,
28-27, with 2:49 remaining when Melinda Butterworth hit the first of a
two-shot bonus at the
free throw line, but
when she missed her second shot the Indians
retaliated with a rebound and a bucket.
From there the Lady
Lakers had several opportunities, including

Racer tennis team
places 3rd at EKU

•

RICHMOND, Ky. Murray State began its'
Racer tennis season
with a third place finish
in the Eastern Kentucky
Indoor Tournament this
weekend.
The Racers finished
third behind first place
Kentucky and second
place West Virginia.
Although the MSU
men didn't win any individual championships, two Racers were
defeated in the finals of
their positions and two
won consolation
brackets. Steve Massad
lost in the finals of No.4,

two one-plus-bonus frqe
throw situations bdt
they couldn't convert
them into points.
"That's what killed us
- -our free throw
shooting," said CCMS
Coach Pete O'Rourke
whose team lost for only
the second time in two
years. "All year long
we've been averaging
59.3 percent at the free
throw line and against
Benton we shot only 20
percent - four of 20.
"Had we shot our
percentage it would
have won the game for
us," O'Rourke said.
Only eight players
scored in the game four from each team with Benton's Gossum
taking top honors with
14. Butterworth and
Tracy Banks led the
Lady Lakers with 10
apiece.

Bord Gunderson lost in
the finals of No.6, Bobby
Montgomery won the
No,3 consolation and
John Brunner won the
No.5 consolation.
"For a season opener
Kristine Ruccio was
the team didn't do too the top rebounder with
bad," said MSU Coach 14 and teammate ButBennie Purcell.
terworth collected nine.
The Racers see their
The boys' championnext action Saturday ship was a tight game to
when they travel to the final buzzer as
Southeast Missouri to Mayfield missed its' last
play host SEMO and shot to lose by one point,
Central Iowa. The 41-40, to North Marshall.
Racers have 38 matches
North Marshall had
scheduled and thrall" two players in double
tournaments t h tin figures - Cross with 12
spring.
and Stokes with 11 -

while Mayfield had
Mathis with 19.
Although the district
tournament is over,
both Calloway Middle
School teams have been
invited to play in the
Mayfield Middle School
Invitational Tournament beginning tonight
The Lakers will play
St.Mary's and the Lady
Lakers will take onl
Cayce.

STOLEN AWAY Kristine Ruccio(31)shows
the feelings of her entire
Calloway Middle School
team as a Benton player
intercepts a desperation
pass from a fallen CCMS
player. The pass, intended
for Tracy Banks (behind
ball) never made it and the
Indians went on to steal
not only the pass, but the
middle school district
championship from the
Lady Lakers, 33-30, Saturday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Kentucky ...
(Continued from Pg.8)

Another first.

CENTURY 100's
Taste that delivers
IN THE MONEY SAVING
25 pack

"I didn't feel the
pressure any more than
a normal foul shot. I just
missed it," said Burrow
of his chance to offset
Turpin's game-winning
basket.
"Although I thought
we played well, if we do
anything at the free
throw line it's a different game," said
Vanderbilt forward Jeff
Turner, who missed
three of six foul shots
during a 17-point
performance.
"Although it hurts
very much to lose, we
have to be pleased wit.h
this kind of effort. We
played a Top Ten team
to the wire."
Vandy's 47.1 percent
performance at the foul
line was pointed to by
Commodore coach C.M.
Newton as the reason
for the loss.
"We really believed
that if we did our thing
and did it well, we could
win the game," said
Newton. "I thought we
did what we felt we had
to do, which was to
make Kentucky play a
half-court game. We felt
we needed to get to the

free throw line. There's
a very simple explanation of the loss and that
is that we couldn't hit
our free th!rows.
"We're an excellent
free throw shooting
team (72.6 percent
entering the game), but
we just couldn't get
them down," Newton
said.
Beal and Walker added 10 points each to the
Wildcats' attack, while
Bowie finished with 8
points, blocked three
shots and grabbed a
game -high nine
rebounds.
Burrow followed
Turner, who had seven
rebounds, with 12 points
for the Commodores.
KENTUCKY (513)
Walker 4-5 2.2 10, Bowie 3-8 24 8.
Turpin 11-15 0-0 22, Master 242.48,
Beal 4-6 2-2 10. Heitz 0-0 2-2 2 TotaLs
24-40 10-1258
VANDERBILT(54)
Turner 7.15 5-6 17. Westbrooks 2-6
2-4 41. Burrow 54 2-8 12, McKinney
1.2 0-0 2. Cox 3-8 1-2 7. Gary 4.7 0-0 8,
Clem 1-9 0-1 2, Reece 0-0 0-1 0
Totals 23-50 8-17 54
Halftime - Kentucky 29. Vanderbilt 21 Fouled out - None Re.
bounds - Kentucky 28 (Bowie 91,
Vanderbilt 23 Turner?(1 Assists Kentucky 15 (Walker. Bowie. Heal,
Blackmon 31. Vanderbilt 9 1Cox
Total fouls - Kentucky 17. Vander.
bill 17 A - 15.626

Olympics ...
(Continued from Pg.8)
duced a pair of possible
captured gold and silver medalists for the United
in the women's race, States in 1988 - 16-yearwith the Mahre twins old Tiffany Chin and
duplicating that on the 20-year -old Brian
final Alpine run Sunday. Boitano.
Neither won medals,
In between, Bill
Johnson of Van Nuys, but both showed very
Calif., became the first well in the free skating
U.S. man to win an portions of their events.
"I'm a little ahead of
Alpine gold when he
triumphed in the my time, but that's OK
downhill. Phil Mahre, of with me," said Chin,
course, joined him at who finished fourth in
the women's event.
the end.
The 49 teams which
On ice, Scott Hamilton
won the men's figure competed were the most
skating gold medal, the ever, and 82 teams went
first American to do so home without medals.
since David Jenkins in
Olympic Ripcords
1960.
SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia(AP) A list of the Olympic records
But hopes of
broken during the XIV Winter
duplicating the gold Games a•lndicates world
record)SPEED SKATING
medal double of Squaw
womeN
Valley 24 years ago
isso Whin
were dashed when
,c-Karin Enke, East Germany, 3
minutes, 8.42 seconds. Old record:
Rosalynn Sumners of Annie Borckink, Netherlands.
Edmonds, Wash., took a' 2:10.96. 1960.
1430 Miters
pair of jumps out of her
Christ& Rothenburger, East Gerroutine and finished se- many. 41.02 seconds. Old record:
cond to East Germany's 'Cern% Enke. East Germany. 41.78.
,.1960.
Katarina Witt in the
3.000 Alston
Andrea Schosne, East Germany,
women's figure skating
4 minutes, 24.79 seconds. Old
competition.
record: Eljorg Eva Jensen. Nor.
The solo skating pro- way. 4:13.13.
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A so enjoy Century in King Size-Regular and Low Tar.

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoimg Is Dangerous- to Your Health

LIGHTS 10 mg 'tar". 08 mg nicotine LIGHTS 100's 12 mg "tar" 0 9 mg worms:
FILTER 15 mg 'tar", 1 1 mg nicotine, FILTER 100s 16 mg "tar-, 1 2 mg nicotine. av per cigarette by FTC method

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617
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Farming remains one of most dangerous occupations
By DAVID McCORMICK
Associated Press Writer

tional Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health found farmers
second to laborers in the
number of deaths from
heart and artery
disease, ulcers and nervous disorders.

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — While new safety requirements have
made life easier for
miners, construction
workers and those in
"I'd have to say that
many other occupations, farms have paints a pretty accurate
emerged as one of the picture," said Harold
most stressful and Hartman, a grain
dangerous workplaces farmer in Haubstadt.
Ind.
left in the nation.
"You never know
About 3,300 people
died in farm accidents from one year to
In 1982, according to the another what your
National Safety Council. weather's going to be,
That contrasts with what your yield is going
122 people killed in the to be, what your price is
same year in the na- g oing to be or
tion's coal mines, com- anything," he said.
monly considered "And that's stress."
among the more hazarThere are far more
dous places to work.
people earning their livAnd a study by the Na- ings on the land than in

all types of mines — 3.4 acres near Evansville,
million, not counting agrees.
"Everybody else
spouses and children, in
1983, compared with 1.1 prices their product,"
million mine he said, "but we ask,
employees, said the 'What are you going to
Bureau of Labor give us?'"
Stress on the farm is
Statistics.
It is the lack of control nothing new, but is comover production and pounded by the huge
market that make farm- sums of money farmers
ing so stressful, said Dr. risk each season to get
Barry Johnson of the oc- out a crop, said Bob
cupational health in- Fetsch, an agricultural
stitute's Cincinnati extension agent with the
University of Kentucky.
office.
"Farmers today need
"We find stress
so much capital that
almost everywhere peo- many have
overple are caught in jobs extended themselves
that present them with financially and are havrequirements for sucing a hard time making
cess that exceed their
ends meet."
capacity to control," he
Steinkamp said he
said.
and his fellow farmers
Ronald Steinkamp, are acutely aware of
who farms about 200 financial pressures.

Several speakers to lecture
at all-day winter grain meeting
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The University of
Kentucky, Cooperative
Extension Service, in
conjunction with major
agri-businesses serving
Western Kentucky
Agriculture, is sponsoring an all-day winter
grain meeting for Purchase Area grain
farmers. The meeting is
scheduled for Feb. 23 at
the Executive Inn in
Paducah, beginning at 9
a.m. and ending about
2:30 p.m. Lunch will be
provided by the 35 agribusiness sponsors.
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture
David Boswell will appear on the morning
program to discuss Ken-

tucky's Farm Situation
and Outlook.
Others on the program throughout the
day include Dr. Larry
Jones, UK Extension
Service, to address the
topic of long term
outlook for Agriculture;
grain market outlook by
James Layton, who is
market analyst for the
B.C. Christopher Grain
Company; Al Hoggard,
g rain sorghum
specialist with the
University of Missouri;
farm plan for the reMainder of the 80's, Joe
Fuqua, UK Extension;
farm credit situation for
the 80's speaker from
the Federal In
Credit Bank

Dollar causes
farm decline
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The rise in the value
of the U.S. dollar in relation to foreign currencyk
has been cited frequent-N..
ly as one of the reasons
American farmers have
seen agricultural exports decline in recent
years.
Simply, a highervalued dollar means
that a foreign buyer has
to spend more for U.S.
wheat, corn, cotton and
other commodities on
the world market. In a
real sense, what happens to the economies in
other countries in coming months will affect
American producers..
An Agriculture
Department economist
says there is another
side to the coin and that
"the high-valued dollar
has brought some
benefits" to American
farmers in the form of
lower prices for imported tractors and implements, fuels and
lubricants, automobiles
and fertilisers.

•

relation to U.S. meat
supplies, they are
economically important
to some of the poorer nations of the Caribbean
Basin, a region the
Reagan administration
has vowed to help.
Last summer the
department announced
a crackdown on 23 countries that ship meat to
the United States, saying their inspection
systems did not meet
U.S. standards.
As recently as Dec. 27,
the department said 14
of those countries had
not complied and would
be barred from shipping
meat to U.S. markets as
of Jan. 1. Most of the 14
hurriedly brought their
inspection systems into
line, leaving only the six
Latin American
countries.

Laboratories who will
take an upbeat outlook
on this year's farm
situation, in an entertaining, inspiring and
motivating manner.
All Purchase Area
farmers are invited and
encouraged to attend
this all-day educational
program. If there are
any questions regarding
this meeting, contact
your local County Agent
for Agriculture.

have more free time
now to worry about their
problems. I doubt if
their problems are any
greater than they were
50 years ago, and I
would dare venture that
running a shoe store in
downtown Lafayette, Indiana, is at least as
much a source of stress
as running a farm."
But Field said he finds
most fatal farm accidents are stressrelated.
"Usually it's a case of
somebody feeling
anger, frustration or being in too much of a
hurry," he said.
Steinkamp, who
farms more than five
times as much land as
his father did, disagreed
that the modern
farmer's problems are
nothing new.
"We're really rolling
big stakes now," he
said. "You have one bad
year and you might not
be able to refinance."
Hartman agreed that
today's farm life is far
different than that he

knew as a boy in the
1930s.
"Years ilgo, prices
were a lot more stable,
and it didn't cost nearly
as much to get a crop
out. Today, somethikg
happens across tO
ocean and it affects your
price dramatically.
Things used to not be
that sensitive."
Both Field and Fetsch
have developed stress
reduction and safety
programs they present
at Farm Bureau
meetings and other
agricultural forums,
and say they must work
hard to attract interest
in them.
Fetsch said he gets his
best results with "captive audiences."
"Most of the people
we see are highly reluctant to see a
psychologist, but if we
can get them to an extension meeting there's
more._ of a willingness to
talk about stress."
Field said he believes
there is far more potential for reducing farm

fatalities than farm
stress.
He noted that 45 percent of all farm deaths
involve people under 16
or over 65, and said increasing their supervision "would go a long
way toward reducing
overall death rates."
Field said he found it
frustrating that 75 percent of farm deaths involve either tractors or
the equipment pulled
behind, yet "people go
out every day and buy
brand new tractors
without rollover
protection."
The actual number of
accidental deaths on
farms is declining each
year. Field said, but
continues to rank higher
on a percentage bases
as other, more closely
regulated industries
develop new safety
controls.
"Farming is less
dangerous than it was 50
years ago and is getting
safer .every day, but
other industries are getting safer faster."

See your Land Bank for competitive interest
rates and flexible terms.
Outpost Office

In Murray
Every Tuesday
At The PCA Office
Hwy. 641 N. 753-5602

The
Land Bank

Pose to thelandand drpeople who tooth it

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"
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BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
114
753-3404
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p4eGrain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY,KY.

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
We sold over 2,000 50 pound bags
of REX Dog Food last month.
That many dogs have to know
something.
REX 21% 50 LB. — 7.50
REX 25% 50 LB. — '8.00
Industrial Road

1

How to make your
biggest investment
your best.

LAND BANK

411.

Ag Department
bans meal imports
WASHINGTON (AP
— The Agriculture
Department has banned
further meat imports
from six Latin
American countries
because their inspection
systems fail to match
U.S. standards, including weak or nonexistent procedures for
detecting illegal
residues of DDT, PCB
and other toxic
chemicals.
Officials said the ban
will apply, effective immediately, to meat imported from the
Dominican Republic, El
Salvador, Haiti, Mexico,
Nicaragua and
Panama. Less than 5
percent of U.S. meat imports comes from those
countries.
Federal law requires
the meat inspection program of a foreign country to be "at least
equal" to U.S. standards before it can ship
meat to the United
States.
Although the banned
iMports are not large in

of Louisville; farm planning using the
microcomputer, Toby
Boring and Bill Green,
UK Extension Service.
Emcee for the day
will be Jack Crowner,
farm news reporter for
the Kentucky Farm Network. Jack will appear
on the program
thoughout the day.
Final. speaker of the
day will be a representative of A&L

"It's hard to go to
sleep at night when you
need rain and know that
if you don't get any
you're not going to have
anything," he said. "We
say to ourselves there's
nothing we can do about
it so there's no sense
worrying about it, but
anybody who tells you
he's not worrying is
lying."
Financial worries also
wear on the farmer's
family to an unusual
degree, Fetsch said.
"A decision to buy a
new tractor may well
mean having to put off a
new refrigerator or
drapes," he said.
Bill Field, an
agricultural extension
agent with Purdue
University who
specializes in farm safety, said he believes the
problem of stress is
overplayed in relation to
the number of accidental deaths.
"One of the things I
get into trouble saying
at meetings is that
maybe farmers just

753-5378

Murray

Southern States
Let Southern States
provide you with the
best in tobacco bed
supplies, bromide
gas,
weed-free
mulch, plant bed fertilizer, tobacco seed,
and
fumigation
covers.
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Three special educa- following a learning and
tion students at Murray behavioral disorders
State University have major at Murray State.
been awarded student
They are working 15
assistantships to hours a week on the first
develop instructional year of the project,
materials for a secon- which is funded by a
dary special education three-year U.S. Office of
project.
Education grant of
They are: Patti $68,000 a year. They are
Hester, Lansing, Mich., doing research and
senior; Donna Helton, developing such
Arlington senior; and materials as videotapes
Kelly Jones, Louisville and computer programs
junior. Each of them is for the Division of learn-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Teutonic
deity
3 Crimson
4 Mix
5 Weird
6 Note of scale
7 Issue abbr
8 Goal
9 Top of house
10 Band of color
11 Blemish
13 Painful spots
16 Former Russian ruler,
19 Conducts
21 Short jacket
22 Nerve.,
network
25 Food
programs
27 Mrs Reagan
30 Household
gods
32 Turkic
tribesman
34 Solitary
36 Apportioned
37 Glowing
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coals
38 River in
Belgium
40 Dickens
character
41 Repulse
44 Iroquoian
Indians
47 Prepare for
print

49 Rational
52 Imitate
54 Ordinance
57 Chinese
distance
measure
58 Printer's
measure
60 Coroner:
abbr

14

I'VE LEARNED SOMETHING
ABOUT WINTER CLOTHING_

14

1

WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Air Force says it
plans to continue
operating low-level
bombing practice runs
on a route near the
Madison County Airport, despite prOtests
from Kentucky officials
and several near collisions of bombers and
light aircraft.
Dr. Clifford Kerby,
mayor of Berea and
chairman of the
county's airport board,
met with Air Force and
Federal Aviation Administration officials in
VVashington last week to
ask that the route be
moved.
But Air Force officials
maintained that there is
no practical way the
15-year-old route can be
changed.
Kerby said another
solution is to build a lowpower transmitter to
broadcast messages
about the bombers'
locations. But Kerby
said the Air Force and
FAA were unwilling to
contribute to the $30,000
cost, and the airport
can't afford it alone.

IF YOUR SKI CAP 15
TOO TI614T, IT MAKES
YOUR I-1AR HURT... o

Legal

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Thomas
Vincent Higgins, Administrator, Of The
Estate Of Ruble Sue
Williams Grojean,
Deceased, Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before February 29,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Bobby G.
Grogan,
Administrator, Of The
Estate of Franklin
E.
Scarbrough,
Deceased, Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before February 29,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Arm P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Jerry
Starks,
Administrator, Of The
Estate Of Raymond
French
Starks,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settle-

1

.L

egal

ment Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On Or
Before February 29,
1984, The Date Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

2 .Notice

For 1 year lease
988 lbs. of Burley,
.03 air cured. 1
acre of dark fired.
Best offer over
$1,000.
Days 753-9868
After 6 p.m.
753-6145

Income
Tax Service
753-9463

THEN I 0135ERVED)
- BEAGLES 514OULD NEVER WEAR
SOMETHING EL5E.,.
POWN-FILLED JACKETS!
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OH, O'!B
AUNT FRITZI'S
NEW SHOES!

I DON'T THINK SHE
WOULD MIND IF I
TRIED THEM ON--
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2.Notice
FUR an Avon service or
an Avon Job. Call
753-0232 anytime.

NEW
SIGN
REPAIR
SERVICE

6

Help Wanted

AVIATION
MAINTENANCE
TRAINEES
17-34-year-old male
high school diploma
grads. Good pay and
benefits. Call toll-free
Tues-Thurs,8 am-4 pm,
1-800-238-5580.

Ii Niiitrav

CAUGHT by a surprise
PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? if
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
Immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counseling, and medical
and financial planning/assistance. 7530700.
COOKIE Grams make a
great gift for any occasion. Have one delivered with a special
message. Call 753-0294
for more information.

Dr. Carl
A. Bowers
Chiropractor
is now accepting
new patients in
Murray. 901 Coldwater Road. Monday, Wednesday &
Friday In Hardin
Professional
Building Tuesday
and Thursday
437-4133
Workman's Compensation
Accepted As Full
Payment

GET your photograph
copied. Black and white
or color. Fast service.
Reasonable rates. Call
753-7563.
JUDY Williarns Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime. 4362524.
LIFE House Crisis
Pregnancy Center
needs volunteer Christian counselors. Training will be provided by
Life House. For more
information contact the
center at 753-0700.
MALE, in 405, like
dining out, opera.
ballet, sailboats, golf.
world travel. Would like
to meet interesting
female with similar
likes. Send resumes
with current picture to
Route 1 Box 519-A,
Springville, TN. All
inquiries strictly
confidential. Bill B.

FEB 2.0

THIS IS YOUR CONSCIENCE
SPEAKING. IT'S NOT NICE TO
HATE MONDAYS.LOOK AT ITA5
STARTING A FRESH WEEK
WITH A CLEAN SLATE

'N)

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

To Order
AM WAY
Products
Call 753-1384

AI
I NATE
MONDAYS

2 .Notice

Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The
Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against
These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within Six
Months Of Date Of
Qualification.
James S. Carr, Rt.
3, Box 365, Murray,
KY Deceased. Sandra A. Tilkens, 1111
Marion, Carlyle, IL
62231
Executrix.
Max W. Parker,
Courthouse, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

,aN•

LIRM

w•-••••

X1.ttakS;OUIE3IPK3103C1

ing and Development
Disorders.
Designed to build an
undergraduate program
in secondary special
education, the project
Includes the development of instructional
materials for use at
Murray State to better
acquaint students with
the problems and needs
of handicapped students
at the secondary level
and to prepare them to
work with those
students.

Air Force
continues runs

Answer to Pie',loos Puzzle

11

3-

• -•

-

PA

Students awarded assistantships

ACROSS
1 Brief
6 Severs
11 Cylindrical
12 Simpletons
14 Symbol for
aluminum
15 Soil
17 Philippine
Moslem
18 Sick
20 Part of step
23 Evergreen
tree
24 Want
26 Consumed
28 Hebrew letter
29 Spoor '
31 Spelt
33 Transaction
35 One of
Columbus s
ships
36 Demolish
39 Performer
42 Printers
measure
43 Judgment
45 Ivy League
university
46 Lincoln s
nickname
48 Prophets
50 Rend
51 Mother of
Castor and
Pollux
53 Unit of
Iranian
currency
55 Brother of
Odin
56 Three-base
hit
59 Glossy paint
61 Beer mug
62 Drain
DOWN
1 Bank
employee

••••
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MORE $,$,$ for White
oak logs and heading
bolts. Haul to Independeant Stave
Company, Wing°,
Kentucky.
REDUCT safe and fast
with GoBese Capsules
and E-Vap "water
pills". Holland Drug.
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms - $12.50
for both. Call 436-5574.

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday
TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 -for federal
and state. Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

Happy
Birthday
Mom!
Your Son,
Adam

Car For Sal*.
Call 753-5907
after 5 before
9.

Reasonable rates
on parts and labor
locally owned &
operated
•
753-9574.
5. Lost and Found

REWARD
Lost 6 year old,
Blue Tick mole
coon dog. H.M.
Scarborough
753-5023
LOST gold link charm
bracelet, charms with
the grandchildren
names, telephone
charms and service yrs.
pins from C&T Telephone Co. Lost in downtown area. Reward.
753-4087, 753-3722, 7591256.

6. Help Wanted
FULL time LPN. Contact Lakehaven Health
Care Center. Benton,
Ky. 5274296.
041 VERNMENT JOBS •
Thousands of vacancies
must be filled immediately. $17,634 to
$ 5 0 , 1 1 2 . Call
716-842-6000, including
Sunday, Ext. 36253.

MANAGEMENT
needed for local firm
offering financial services. Also sales position, part time or free
time. Please respond to
P.O. Box 630, Murray,
y. 42071.
NEED babysitter from
2-12 for 3 yr. old. Call
759-1068 after 3p.m.
NOW Hiring. Offshore
Oil Drilling. Overseas
and Domestic. Will
train. 825,000-35,000 plus
poss. Call Petroleum
Drilling Service at (219)
931-2199 ext. 1774. Also
open ey
ens
MilsR
Studio
needs temporary help,
mature aggressive
people with strong
pleasant telephone
voice, also person with
small car for messenger work. Apply in
person to Mrs. Saypack
at Eagle Inn beginning
Monday, Feb. 20 after
9a.m. (No phone calls
please).
PART time receptionist
needed for busy
Chiropractor's office.
Dr. Carl A. Bowers,
M-W-F Murray 901 E.
Coldwater Rd. 753-0138.
T-Th Hardin Professional Buildings 4371133.
RESPONSIBLE nonsmoker to care for new
born and toddler in my
home approximately 25
hrs. per week. 753-7351.
RN Director of nurses,
moderate size quality
oriented, ICF seeks
R.N. for days Mon.-Fri.
Facility offers excellent
working conditions;
adequate staff, geriatic
residents, paid CEV,
excellent salary range,
good benefits. Submit
resume to director of
nurses P.O. Box 102,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
EEO-M/F/H.
TRUCKING. No experience necessary. For
information, call 1-919227-8119, 1-919-227-6115
or 1 - 9 1 9 - 2 2 7 0 5 3 8
8 : 30a.m.- 7 : 30p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
Want some one to clean
yard. Call 753-3102.
Want some one to live
with elderly gentleman
who is partly disabled.
Must have references.
Call 753-9292.

HIGH SCHOOL
SENIORS
Worried about your
future? Secure • iob now
and start wort after you
graduate. W.provide training with full pay In over 80
different career fields. Call
toll-frs• Tuas-Thurs, 8
pm.
am-4
1-800-238-5680.

9. Situation

Wanted

23 Year old MSU student
will do housecleaning,
hard worker, dependable
has references.762-6149.
DEPENDABLE
housekeeper available
Thursdays only. Call
after 4p.m. 759-9737.
NURSES aid will sit
with handicapped or
elderly. Prefer midnights or afternoons.
328-8343.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit in her
home. 3 years experience.
It,
759-1892.
stay in home with
elderly lady or couple. I
am dependable and
have references. Call
after 4p.m. 1-443-6798.
WORRING mothers!
Will keep your child,
Panarama Shores area.
Mature lady. Raised 6
of my own. Call
436-2381.
10. Business Opportunity
Sales
OUR 75 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE OFFERS
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
•Recession Proof
Business
•Salary & Draw &
Commission
•Insurance Benefits
& Fringes
•80% Repeat Business
•OpportunIty To Break
Through $30,000
Navy Brand Manufactured Company is a
AAA-1 rated chemical
specialty firm and a
leader in the menufectot
and distribution of high
quality
industrial
maintenance products.
No technical background necessary. We

are looking for the right
person to work in
Paducah and surrounding areas.
Direct Field Sales Experience A Must. Please
Call After 9 a.m.
Mon.-Fri.
Herb Glazer
502-443-8000
'Navy Brand
Manufacturing Co.
5111 Southwest
St. Louis, Missouri
63110
Equal Opportunity Employer

WedgCor, INC will be
awarding dealership in
area soon. Great Profit
potential selling steel
bldgs for one of the
fastest growing Metal
Bldg. organizations in
the country. To apply
call WedgCor INC., (303)
759-3200.
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1 1 . Instruction
PIANO, Guitar or voice
lessons. $30 per month.
Certified teacher with
Master's Degree in
Music. 753-3728.
14. Want to Buy

nedroom

furniture for
preteen girl, desk,
chairmight stand, headboard and chest of
drawers. Call 762-6856 or
759-4045.

MANAGEMENT
Serf motivated management individual with strong desire to succeed.

Must be aggressive with heavy experience in sales and people management. Excellent salary with benefit
package and advancement opportunity. Send confidential resume with
salary history to P.O. Box 1040-C,
Murray, Ky. 42071. We will contact
for confidential interview.

STAFF
PHARMACIST
218 Bed Hospital is seeking a
clinically oriented professional interested in IV additives and unit
dose systems. 'Excellent salary
and fringe benefits. Cap arrange
flexible hours. Contact Personal.
Director, Murray-Calloway County Hospital,, Murray, Ky.,
502-753-5-.131.
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MA%
14. Want to Buy

=mu,

ale
'T1
Ind

roe
411

ED'S Sanitation
Recycling
We
aluminum cans
pick up 25 cents
436-2658

22

Musical

24

Miscellaneous

and
buy
and
a lb

35

311
E
Farms for

Rent

45

Farms for Sale

WANT to rent 35 acres of
pasture, must have running water and good fences. Call 474-8884.

3 BR brick, great rm
Want to buy.
fireplace, 2 baths, garAntique Square
Standing timber
age and workshop, 4
mile North. 759-4588 or
Grand Piano. B.
of any kind. J.L.
753-7637.
McKnight
and
36 For Rent or Lease
Freeman. Built
FORMAL OR INOLD radios floor or
Sons Saw Mill.
FORMAL... This is a
table models. Call 753around
1857.
753-7528.
great entertainment
3798
Commercial
Numbered
276.
home. You can get in on
OLD table model radio,
Building
the fun with this four
wood cabinet. Call 751
Case-Rosewood. 26 TV- Radio'
bedroom, two bath, 14
For Rent at
3.642 day, 753 5738 night.
Style-Empire. Exstory home.. Fenced
USED Aluminum outside
601 S. 4th.
back patio Truly a
storage building in good
cellent condition,
10 foot Antenna
1,700 sq. ft.
marvelous home for encondition. Call 436 2289
tertaining and comforta502-623-8839.
System $1,295.
753-4494
after 5 PM.
ble family living.. Lets
USED electric stove
see this one today. CENand refrigerator 759
37. Livestock-Supplies
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
UPRIGHT piano with
9653.
10 PIGS for sale. Call Realtors...753-1492.
USED air conditioners. bench, antiqued white,
'OR sale by owner. 20
489-2707 after 5p.m.
$150 753-6420
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
year old brick house,
WANT to lease, dark
34 miles southeast of
38. Pets-Supplies
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
fired air cured and
24. Miscellaneous
Murray on 255' wide by
3
BEAGLES,
2
female,
1
12x60 2 BR furnished
Burley tobacco base.
150' deep lot. Large den
1976 MARKS Hydraulic mobile home, central male. Females 1 year,
and kitchen with
435-4592.
Dump Trailer, Call heat and air. Call male 3 years old. 436fireplace. Large living
2260.
759-4019 after 5p.m.
15. Articles for Sale
753-4808 after 3:30p.m.
room, paved driveway
ii INGERSOLL- 14x70 NORRIS mobile ARC German Shepherd good well. ApCARAT diamond
RAND P100 WD port. home. 2 BR, 1 bath, all puppy, also guard dogs. proximately 1500 sq.
ft.
ring, appraised at air compress
or, electric. 3 ton air con- 1-554-2153.
living area. Carport and
$1,600. Best offer. 759w/deutz engine. Con- ditioner. Furnished
DOG Obedience. one outbuilding. $36,500.
1831.
tact M. Jones, I/R
Classes or private. InANTIQUE piano, kit- Financial Corp., Knox- 811,500 or best offer. door facilities. Board- Call 753-2215, ask for
753-5929
Call
James or call 753-8400.
before
3;
chen sick and metal
ville, Tn. 615-691-0017.
ing. VPF dog food. HOUSE and three
after 4p.m., 753-8290.
acres
cabinet combination, 5 E-Z-GO 4 Wheel
Mary
Adelman
. in New Providence
Golf 1972 ATLANTIC, 12x65
chairs, record player, Cart with top.
436-2858.
753-2369.
partly furnished, sitting
community. Gas heat,
bowling ball and bag,
FIBERGLASS well on acre lot. Will rent lot,
well, refrigerator,
commode, sink and
cover, $125. Call 436- $40 month. Set up ready
stove, air conditioner.
Opening Feb. 18
bathtub, electric wall
5439.
to move into. Call
492-8316 or 492-8240.
heater, kitchen sink, 20
PET PEN
HOUSE. excellent
gal. hot water heater. FIRE Wood. Seasoned 753-6467.
Tropical
Fish/Supplies
oak, tree trimming and 1974 14x70 AQUARIUS,
location, inside unCall 753-0839 or 753-6244.
Birds/Small Animals
removing hedges and 3 BR, 14 bath, unfinished, excellent opFORMAL Prom Dress,
1101
Story Ave.
shrubs. Free estimates. furnished. 753-8810 or
portunity for handy
pink, size 11-12. Call
Phone(302)759- 1322
753-5476.
753-4589.
man. 753-2279 or 753759-1559. Priced
MS 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun. 1-5
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm. 1982 RIVER OAKS
6173 after 6p.m.
Reasonable.
$22.99 12 rm $33.99, 18 14x72 3 BR, 2 full baths,
HOUSE, lot, and furniFORMAL prom dress,
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99. woodstove, ceiling fan, 4 1 . Public Sales
pink size 7. wore once.
ture. Only $15,000. Ideal
Wallin Hardware, storage building, sunCall 437-4444 after 4p.m.
for starter home or
Paris, Tn.
deck, much more. After ANTIQUE SHOW AND investment. Very livaSALE.
Paducah,
Ky.'s
OAK
and
6p.m.
753-3677.
hickory. $25 a
16. Home Furnishings
ble. Cornpare with
rick delivered. Call day, MUST sell 12x60 1973 2 Exec. Inn lla.-9p. Mar. mobile home and you'll
ANTIQUE Chestnut 753-3476. Night 436-2778.
3; lla.-5p. Mar. 4, 60
BR Atlantic, large livbuy it. MURRAY
Icebox, Oak kitchen
Dealers-Adm. $2.
REGULATION pool ing room, kitchen and
CALLOWAY CO
cabinet. Oak buffet. Ice
table, slate bed, all bath, stove and reREALTY, 753-8146.
Cream table and chairs.
43
Real Estate
accessories. Also table frigerator stay
IMMACULATE CONDI759-4524 between 4:30tennis top. Will consider Washer/dryer hookup,
7:30p.m.
TION! The results of
3 Wheeler on trade. central heat and air
Purdom & Thurman
hours of hard work by the
FREEZER, 16 ft upright, 753-4465.
Call 437-4566 after 6p.m.
Insurance
&
owners are evident in this
good condition, also baby
RUNNING
RICH,
boards,
60x12,
3
Call
BR.
Real Estate
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
essentials. Call 474-8884
matching splash after 4p.m. 489-2807.
bath. All new carpet, new
after 5 PM.
Southside Court Sq.
guards, diamond patdrapes and freshly painKOLLER 2 cushion tern for Ford
Murray, Kentucky
Pickup. 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
ted inside and out. Nice
brown sofa with chair. 759-1520.
753-4451
10x42 MOBILE home,
patio on back... large
Replacing with sofa
SATELLITE nice, natural gas, furstorage area plus 2 car
bed, $65. 753-9672.
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish. nished, prefer single
carport. For your perQUEEN Size mattress Drake receivers.
$2,195 person. Call 753-3895
sonal tour, call CENSTROUT
and box springs, also a installed. 436-2835.
after 5p.m.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
blue Hollywood head
REALTY
SECRETARIAL 1 OR 2 BR mobile home,
Realtors at 753-1492.
board. Call 753-8021
Typewriter. $160. Call nicely furnished, elecJUST listed! Charming
after 5p.m
753-2467.
tric or natural gas
older residence on lovely
QUEEN Size, mattress,
SEASONED hickory, heating, Shady Oaks
wooded lot. Many unique
box springs and frame,
Lou Ann Phdpot 753-6843
oak, mixed hardwoods, 753-5209.
features including two
perfect condition, $190.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
$30/rick delivered. 2 BR mobile home, $100
fireplaces, plant room,
Top of the line set.
Jo* L. Kennon 436-5678
Min. order-2 ricks. Call deposit, $100 per month.
large bedrooms, covered
Retails for $489.
1912 Cotdwater Road
John Etover at 753-0338.
On
641,
1
mile
south
of
backyard patio with brick
753-8950.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
TRI-STATE Satellite Almo Heights. 753-5618.
walks, beautifully landTWIN beds, solid
(5021 753-0186
Sales. 11 ft. system 3 - 2 BR mobile homes. 1
scaped with over 50
maple, box springs and
completely installed, with 2 baths, 1 with 14
azelea plants and much
mattresses. Both can be
JOE L KENNON
$1,785. We service what baths. Furnished or
more. Truly a home with
bunked. White- dresser
Broker
we
sell.
901-642-0295,
315
unfurnished.
Please call
a lot of quality and
and white chest. 436Licensed & Bonded
Tyson Ave., Paris, 759-1791 days, 753-3283
charactor. Call KOP
2252.
Tenn,
nights. Must furnish
PERUD REALTY, 753Altana*
WHITE side by side
references.
1222. Priced at 565.000.
refrigerator -freezer.
INVESTMENT OP
3 BEDROOM trailer for PORTUNITY.
753-2369.
25 Business Services
Tax be- One of Murry's finest
rent _ Keniana $150 a
nefits and appreciation. homes. Large four bedmonth. Call 436-5364.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
4 year old duplex with room, well-constructed
MOBILE Home Re- adjacent vacant lot in home with swimming
MIKE HODGE'S
ELECTROLUX Sales
ntals. $95 and up. Call
Northwood Subdivision. pool, barn and located on
TAX SERVICE
and Service. See the
753-3280.
High quality construc- 3 beautiful acres. Storage
machine of the future
7 years of experience
TWO bedroom, 12x60, tion in excellent condi- galore, central gas heat,
today. Free pickup and
preparing individual,
natural gas. Deposit tion. Continuous occu- two fireplaces and quality
delivery. Call 443-6469
business, partnership,
required. 753-3895 after pancy since opened. throughout. Call for an
or 753-3639. The only
and corporate returns.
5p.m.
appointment today.
753-7853.
Authorized Sales and
Low rates & hundreds of
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Service in the area.
satisfied clients. Now
29. Heating and Cooling
753-1222.
preparing
returns.
Day
19. Farm Equipment
ENJOY peaceful
KEROSENE Heaters
or night call 759-1425
country living com7,200 BTU 869.99. 9,300
7 FT. Ferguson pickup
for appointment.
bined with advantages
BTU $89.99. 19,500 BTU
disk, $300 firm. Call
$119.99. We stock wick
of city -dwelling. Comafter 4p.m. 759-4636.
for over 40 brands
fortable 3 BR brjck,
Appointments made
Wallin Hardware.
acres, 10 min.-'from
Richard W. Jones
2 2 . Musical
for your conveParis.
town. 1 1/2 baths,
Tax
Service
PEEVEY Sound
nience. Full time sale
fireplace insert (low
Confidential profmslonal
30. Business Rentals
System has 12 channel
utilities), outbuilding,
associates evening
*orrice.
IS
in
accounting
mixing board. 15"
freezer, other extras.
with
phones.
13
years
spirperiencst
speakers with horns.
FOR RENT
$44,000 by owner. Call
in preparing personal
Amos McCarty _753-2249
Monitors and snake, 9
Floor spec. for computer
762 - 6330 /work;
business
and
farrn
microphone. 5 stands.
Thew Knight 7517128
4.35-4559/home.
and/or 0400 movie end/or
returns.
System is 2 years old
Joyce Betsviorth, 753-9380
THREE rental units is
record store, inside Clayton's
94 West and
and is good for church
only one feature of the
Home Entertainment Center,
Anna Recsartli 753-2477
Oaks Rd.
or school. Will take half
house at 104 North 10th.
Cell 733-3213 for apMurray. PAust how own finan753-2409
Louisa Baker
price. Call James Ray
Two apartments with
poIntment day or night.
cing. 753-7375
Hamilton, 753-9400.
753-5725
Prentice Wm
glassed in porchs plus
489-2266
Bob Harr
beauty shop. Excellent
Guy Spann.. _753-2587
location near schools,
hospital and churches.
Mini
An investment well
44. Lots for Sale
Warehouse
worth looking into.
Storage Space
LARGE lot in Almo with ROBERTS REALTY,
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
septic system and city 753-1651
For Rent
water. $2,800. Call 437Dixieland Center Open Til 6
753-1492
47 Motorcycles
4783.

Claytons TV
753-7575
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4 9 . Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1977 AMC Pacer, excellent condition, new
tires. 759-1984.

APPLIANCE repair
work 'all brands
Specialize in Tappen
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956
Earl Lovett

1978 BONNEVILLE
Pontiac, low mileage
nice car. 753-4487.
1978 HONDA Civic, ac,
low mileage, excellent
condition. $1.700. 7530149.
1978 MOB. 61,xxx miles,
needs some body work,
$2.500 or best offer. Call
759-4170.
1981 HONDA Accord, 4
dr., air, p.s., p.s.,
Pioneer AM/FM
cassette, 5 speed, very
clean, one owner. Day,
753-1881. Night, 753-5289.
SHARP 1981 Grand
Prix, air, ps, pb, tilt,
cruise. Call 753-3734 or
after 5 753-2901.
50

Used

Trucks

1950 CHEVROLET
Pickup truck, good
condition. Would like to
trade for small car. Call
after 5p.m. 436-2455.
1951 CHEVROLET 4
ton truck, rebuilt engine. good condition,
needs paint. $1,250. Call
after 5p.m. 753-7168,
1966 CUSTOMIZED VW
truck, metallic blue, ne
dual-port engine, new
tires and upholstery,
tinted windows, 25
MPG, one of a kind, Call
489-2579 or 489-2775, also
30 crossties, good shape
$5 each you haul.
1968 FORD Ranger,
1.w.b., p.s., p.b., ac.,
automatic transmission, optional 100 gal.
fuel tank, tool box, new
radial tires, 360 motor,
excellent condition, $1,
650. 1976 Chevrolet
Silverado, 1.w.b., 454
V-8. dual tanks, p.s.,
p.b., a.c., automatic,
cruise control, good
condition. $2,850. 4928425.
1979 DODGE Pickup,
s.w.b., p.s., p.b., cruise
white spoker wheels,
$3,795. Call 1-382-2672,
Farmington. Also 14 ft.
Ebbtide Run-A-Bout, 60
h.p. Evinrude motor, H
Farmall tractor and
cultivators.
1984 MAZDA Prckup,
like new, 2.500 miles.
753-7245.
5 1

Campers

1975 MIDAS Mini Motor
Home, GMC, w/350
engine, 20 ft., sleeps 6,
good condition, $7,450.
Phone 753-3234 days,
753-0114 after 5p.m.
OR TRADE, for car. Nice
18 ft Hi Lo Camper, Stove
with oven, gas or electric
refrigerator, bath, sleeps
4, asking $1,650. Call 753999L
52

Boats -Motors

17 FT. Aluminum
Canoe, very good condition. 753-2708.
17 FT. Arrowglass fish
and ski boat. 55 h.p.
Evinrude, excellent
condition. 759-4756.
Boat and all ski equipment. Call 753-8418.

APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service. 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872. 753-8886
(home).
Th., only VedIf to
really remember is
•
with pictures"
CARTER STUDIO a

.100 MAIN /53 8298•

ELECTRICAN, 20 years
experience, jobs large or
small, Free Estimates,
Call 753-5156 after 1 PM.
ELECTRICAL and
Plumbing. 25 years
experience. No job too
small. All work
guaranteed. Free estimates on request
436-2218 anytime.
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Are You A Perfect 6 B?
****
Then fit your perfect foot
into our Westies model
shoes by 9 West.
80 Pairs of new Spring
Styles and Easter egg colors
while they last.
hoe
hack

Central
Shopping Center
Murray

Pappagallos
$2295
Good Selection
3 Styles Canvas Espadrilles
Navy, Kelly, Red, Natural
Narrows & Mediums
hoe

b

16
hack

Central
Shopping Center
Murray

1979 KAWASKI 400 Ltd.
45. Farms for Sale
Call 759-9347.
32. Apts for Rent
10 ACRES, 5 miles west 1980 HONDA, CB 750F
DUPLEX. Northwood of Murray. 759-1520.
Super Sport, low miles.
Subd. 753-7853
FOR sale by owner 120 Call 435-43.26 or 435-4158.
PURNISHED 2 BR apt., acre farm, 84 miles 1980 HONDA CX500
utilities included, near east of Murray on hard Custom, 3,500 miles,
downtown Call 753-4645 surface road, 4 mile water cooled, shaft
frontage near Ky. Lake, drive, like new.
after 3p.m.
NICE 1 BR apt near 60 acres tendable,l 60 759-1520.
downtown Murray. 753- acres woods, spring fed 1980 YAMAHA Exciter
creek runs through SR250G. Low mileage.
4109, 762-6650, 436-2844
back of farm, good well. excellent condition. 759House has been rebuilt, 1577.
33. Rooms for Rent
also has tenant house 1980 YAMAHA 650
GIRL'S rooms for rent
and 2 car garage and Special, back rest,
One block from Unother outbuilding. Price highway pegs, cruise,
iversity Call 753-1812 or
$150,000. Call 436-5506.
extra chrome. $1,200.
759-9580
5, 10, 15 ACRES farms Call 436-2689 or 492-8762.
located
one
mile
from
34 Houses for Rent
Lake near Chandler 48 Auto Services
2 BR Brick with large Park, Hamlin on
State
utility, range, re- Ky. 1918. On a black top bODGE van chrome
frigerator. garden spot. road, good building grill and bumper. $75. 2
New Providence sites. Price from $4,995. 13x24 equipment tires,
$150 pr Tandem Dump
Community. 8 miles SE Terms available.
KEN
of Murray. Married SHORES ESTATES. Truck. 1971 Chevrolet
all or parts 759-1739
couples only
Re- 753-7631.
ferences and deposit,
49.Used Cars
492-8594 after 6p.m.
46 Homes for Sale
3 BR brick house on 1
1967 CORVAIR. black
2 BR house. on 94 West
hardtop, newly upacre for rent with option
Call 753-5872
holstered, rebuilt en.
to buy. 489-2689.
3 BR lhouse in Lynnwood BY OWNER, 3 bedroom gine. Sharp! Call 753brick
house,
gas
heat,
gas
7883 afternoons or
Subdivision $300 per
month plus deposit Call grill, central air, 1 4 evenings.
bath,
patio,
carport,
con1071 SUBURU. fair con753-7133. No pets.
crete drive, new built-in dition, good gas mllage.
A COUPLE of young
microwave, roof ap- Call 759-1959.
ladles wants to share a
proximately 2 years old,
house Located near
1975 VOL VO 164. $2,500.
double oven, other deMSU and downtown
759-9513 after 4:30.
sireable features, im
with 1 or 2 other ladies.
mediate possession, near 1976 CHEVROLET
Call Rebekah. 759-4172
high school, 1702 Malibu, 6 cylinder.
or 753-6577.
41,xxx actual miles,
Magnolia, Call 753-8960.
NICE older hoyse near
pb. ps, good, condirARMERS Home AdCourt Square GaS heat
tion. Phone 492-8384
ministration inventory
$150 with deposit Call
properties 2 homes, 3 1976 M-ON'TE Carlo.
753-1513 after 4p.m.
farms Financing to AM -FM cassette,
TPER Sharpl. 5 room qualified buyers
automatic. $1,400. 435brick, natural gas. good Predetermined eligilib- 4165
garden. Only $395
ity not required to buy. 1977 CHEVY Vega. p s
COLEMAN RE, 753- Let us show you
p b . good gas mileage
these
9898
_properties MURRAY. Great for around town
TWO bedroom house in TALLOWAY CO
Call 753-7863 afternoons
Hardin 759-1417
REALTY 753-8148
or evenings

We repair radios,
t.v.'s, stereos 8
small appliances.
MURRAY ROME
8 AUTO

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates
Satisfied References
Free Estimates
759-1983

Chestnut St

We pickup
and deliver

TREE work, complete
removal, trimming or
topping. Experienced,
reasonable rates. 753
0211
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guar.anteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co, Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

RICK'S CUSTOM
WOOD DESIGN
All types, custom
wood working,
kitchen and bath
cabinets, counter
tops, furniture
and
furniture
refinishing, mill
work.
Quality work at
reasonable prices.
Rick West or Joe
Miller
Call 435-4125
or 753-9317

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trirn for all houses It
stops painting

LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
Jack Glover
installation and repair
753-1873
Phone 753-7203.
Need work on your
FAYE'S Monograms. trees? Topping, prun
Dixieland Shopping ing, shaping, complete
Center, 753-7743, removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
Sweaters, shirts, pur
SERVICE for Pro
ses, linen, custom pat
fessional tree care.
ches. Fast service
FENCE sales at Sears 753-0338.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
PAINTING
your needs

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
cdncrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 753
6973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

Murray

753-2571

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

54.For Trade

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*WINTER RATES*

USED Fisher metal Detector. Model VLS, excellent condition will trade
for Depth finder of equal
value Call 436-2289 after 5
PM

57 .Wanted
CANTS, 4x6. Buy year
round. Call days,
901-584-4540. Nights, 901584-4300.

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed
NOV cto Fr- I
e:ef Sova re el
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
or
753-6763
-

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimates.
KEITH Blacks Painting. Interior and Exter
ior. Competitive prices.
10 years experience.
Call 753-6244 after 5p.m.

1967 Corvair
hardtop, newly
rebuilt engine. Sharp!
Black

upholstered,

Call 753-7863
afternoons or evenings

TLC
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 384.50
Opened
Today
383.25
Down
1.25

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9.20
Opened
Today
9.12
Down
.08

Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Churches

Businesses
Homes
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)

steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish Boors
wash windows, walls, etc.

Compliments of:

WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS --OLYMPIC PLAZA
buy Gold Silver & Diamonds

TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 or 759-1834
Free Pricing On Location
Wacy & Brooke Harrington

Hours: 10-8 Daily. 12-5 Sunday

(1,D PIONEER"
CAR STEREO

53. Services Offered

Services Offered

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Roscoe Sqsad

153-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aleininum end Vinyi
Siding, Cestom trim
References.
neat
WiN Ed leiley,
753 0689

Police
911

CZ)
Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning
Soles, Soles ond
Modern
Service
Sheer Metal & Ser.
vice Departments

753-9290
Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convent
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment
COURT SQUARE

ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

•

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Poison

Free Estimates

Vibra

Steam or
Qvick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

'Control
753-7588
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Ben E. Johnson, 91,
1001 Vine St., Murray,
died Sunday at 7:30 a.m.
at the Veterans Administration Hospital,
Lexington.
.His wife, Mrs. Edith
Weicia Johnson, died
Dec. 21, 1978. He was a
retired employee of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Co. and a
veteran of World War I.
Born March 12, 1892,
in Graves County, he
was the son of the late
Jasper Newton Johnson
and Tennie Curtis
Johnson.
Mr. Johnson is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Beatrice Smith,
Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Gerald
(Sandra) G3Ilimore, Rt.
1, Murray; one grandson, Benny Smith and
wife, June, Nashville,
Tenn.; two greatgrandchildren. Roger
Gallimore and and
Sherri Gallimore.
One sister, Miss Inez
Johnson of Paducah,
survives along with
several nieces and
nephews.
Services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale will officiate. Mrs. Thyra
Crawford will be
organist.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6
p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Bucy's
rites Tuesday

Mr. McNeely
funeral today
Final rites for William
McKinley McNeely are
today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Raymond
Lewis is officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Mr. McNeely, 86, Rt.
5, Benton, died Saturday
at 3:35 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Ella McNeely; one son, James Earl
McNeely, Rt. 5, Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Nannie
Butler, Benton; three
grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

•r

Mrs. Phillips'
rites Tuesday

.'
•

The runeral for Mrs.
Florence Phillips will be
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the Pete
Gardner Funeral Home,
Belleville, Ill.
Burial will follow in
the Valhalla Garden of
Memories in Belleville.
Mrs. Phillips, 73, Rt.
5, Benton, died Friday
....at
at 11 : 30 p.m.
Westview Nursing
Home, Murray.
She is survived by one
brother, Elmer
Willman, Belleville, Ill.,
and several nieces and
nephews.

Services for Jonathan
Smith Galloway were
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Robert Croft, the
Rev. John Abernathy
and the Rev. Bill
Newsome officiated.
Pallbearers were Jeff
Fulcher, John Howard,
Randy Reeves, Brett
Willie, Paul Hobbs and
Mack Humphrey.
Burial was in the
Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Galloway, 18, Rt.
5, Mayfield, was dead on
arrival at 3:05 p.m. Friday at Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He had been injured in
a two-car accident on
Highway 80, about one
mile of Mayfield.
Kentucky State Police
said a vehicle, driven by
Elmo Long, was going
east on the highway and
was attempting to make
a left turn when his car
collided with a car,
driven by Galloway,
westbound on the
highway, at 2:45 p.m.
Friday
Mr. Long, 73, and his
wife, Angie Long, 70,
both of Rt. 1, Arlington,
sustained multiple injuries. They were
treated at Community
Hospital, Mayfield, and
transferred to Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. Galloway is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Galloway, one sister,
Miss Cindy Galloway,
and one brother,
Christopher Galloway,
all of Rt. 5, Mayfield;
his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude
Galloway, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Smith, Mayfield.

E.T. Andrus'
rites Sunday
Services for Euroll T.
Andrus were Sunday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Alfred Colley, Jr., and
Harvey Lynn Elder officiated. Singing was by
a quartet composed of
Jerry Bolls, Ernie Rob
Bailey, Joanne Cavitt
and Judy Caldwell.
Pallbearers were
Michael Boyd, Martin
Boyd.'Alan Boyd, David
Harrison, Johnny M.
Harrison and Richard
Fuqua.
Burial was in the Antioch Cemetery.
Mr. Andrus, 81, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Friday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was the
son of the late Cody Andrus and Mary Taylor
Dodds Andrus.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. William
M. Boyd; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Donnie
Andrus; half sister,
Mrs. Julian Jordan;
half brother, Jack Harrison; stepbrother,
Perry Harrison; four
grandchildren; three
stepgrandchildren; two
great-grandchildren;
three stepgreatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Ora L. Bucy, 90,
Rt. 8, Murray, died Sunday at 8 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Finis N. Bucy, died in
1966.
The deceased was a
member of the Lost
Creek United Methodist
Church in Stewart County, Tenn.
Born Dec. 22, 1893, in
Stewart County, she was
the daughter of the late
Ben Sykes and Mary
Wofford Sykes.
Mrs. Bucy is survived
by four daughters, Mrs.
Lee (Charlene) Westerman, Rt. 8, Mrs.
Daphene Hall, New Port
Richey, Fla., Mrs.
George (Vita) Satterwhite, Rt. 8, and Mrs.
Nita Houston, Murray;
two sons, Henry E.
Bucy. Rt. 8. and John L.
Bucy, Lexington.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Stella West,
Murray; 11 grandchildren; eight gpeatgranchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Charles
Nelson will officiate.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Burial will follow in
the Wofford Cemetery
in Stewart County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 3
p.m. today (Monday).

Toy Hughes'
funeral today
Toy B. Hughes, 83, Rt.
2, Murray, died Saturday at 7:35 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Gracie
Cain Hughes, died
March 2, 1974.
A retired farmer, he
was born April 15, 1900,
in Calloway County to
the late Bascom Hughes
and Leona Doran
Hughes.
Mr. Hughes is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Harry (Dorothy)
DuPriest, Southfield,
Mich., and Mrs. Raymond (Glenda) Darnell,
Rt. 3; two sons, Bobby
C. Hughes, Rt. 2, and
Jacky Hughes, Rt. 4.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Lake
(Leetie) Hall; Rt. 4, and
Mrs. Buren (Nina)
Poyner, Rt. 2, Hazel;
five brothers, George
Hughes, Hazel Park,
Mich., Fred Hughes, Rt.
2, Hazel, Noble Hughes,
Puryear, Tenn., Roy
Hughes, Murray, and
Dudley Hughes, Rt. 4.
Nine grandchildren
and four greatgrandchildren also
survive.
The funeral is today at
1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The
Rev, Gerald Owen and
John Dale are officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Jacky
Hughes, Dean Darnell,
Marc Darnell, Ricky
Hughes, Shane Tidwell
and Dan Poyner.
Burial will follow in
Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.

reached their Rome
By GEORGE CORNELL
hotel, the passes were
AP Religion Writer
"Operator, I'd like to waiting for their auplace a person-to-person dience with Pope John
call to the pope," the Paul H on Wednesday,
Kansas City, Mo., man Feb. 1.
told the long-distance
The hour-long au operator.
-Who?" she asked
"What's the name of the
party you're calling?"
FRANKFORT, Ky.
"The pope in Rome,
The state's
(APIItaly," said the man,
tourism promotion ads
Sidney L. Willens, an
will have a new inforattorney.
mal look, including a
"Just a moment."
photograph
of Gov.
There was the usual
Martha Layne Collins
clacking of equipment,
wear sunglasses on top
repetitions to the
of her head and the
overseas operator and
words "Oh! Kentucky"
finally the Rome
in script.
operator's baffled,
The "Oh! Kentucky"
"Who?" and then, "But
the Holy Father is pro- ads originated under
bably asleep. It's 3 former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. to boost
o'clock in the morning."
tourism. They included
After more queries
pictures of Brown and
and answers, Willens
managed to obtain the
direct-dial number to
the Vatican.
He used it later about
GRAHAM, Ky. (AP)
3 a.m. - by then mid- - About 200 people atmorning in Rome - this tended the final public
time reaching the hearing to protest a proprefect of the papal posed merger of the
household who said Muhlenberg Central and
"you will not be able to Central City school
speak to the pope in
systems.
person."
Under the proposal,
"But I'm going to be four of the county's
in Rome, and want to schools would be limited
make an appointment." to kindergarten through
As an activist and peo- eighth grade. Muhlenple's rights lawyer, burg. Central High
Willens says the work School
would be upgradoften necessitates cuted and two new high
ting tyrough red tape to schools would be built in
get to the top, and in the the north and south ends
papal case, he finally of the county. Such high
met the man.
schools as Hughes-Kirk
It all started with that and Graham would be
telephone call more phased out.
than six years ago in
December 1977.
"I had never believed
it would happen until I
shook the pope's hand," Continued from
said Willens' wife, Lor- -needed repairs, the
raine, on their return library charges borfrom Rome this week. rowers an $8-$10 fee,
"It was a dream come head librarian Mary
Lukkarila said.
tr?
Users know how to use
Willens is Jewish, his
wife Roman Catholic. the computer or take a
With a drive similar to quick lesson al the
his civic campaigns, library, Ms. Lukkarila
Willens started after the said.
"People like the idea
papal meeting with his
brash telephone call, of checking out a comwhich first wound up puter," Ms. Lukkarila
with Brother Stanis said. "A lot of times,
McGuire of the papal they're looking to see
household saying any what they should buy for
arrangement for an au- their own home."
The Portsmouth
dience would have to be
"made through your library, which has four
Vic 20s, charges a $25
bishop."
Willens, whose law deposit, $15 of which is
partner's father was a refunded when the
friend of the late Car- machine is returned in
dinal John Cody of good shape, said assisChicago, telephoned tant director Sue
Cody, who laughed McCann.
"We've had no trouheartily at the attempted person-to-person ble, everything's been
call to the pope and ad- returned," Ms. McCann
vised Willens:"You call said of the year-old proBrother McGuire back gram. "A few times,
and ask him if you can't they've broken down
get a bishop, would a and we've had to have
them fixed. Only one
cardinal do?"
Cody fired off a letter has come in late."
The computers are
to The Vatican as did
Bishop John J. Sullivan capable of playing all
of Kansas City - St. sorts of games, but the
Joseph, also writing librarians said people
Willens.
But then he got the flu
and the trip was
postponed. It w a
is
rescheduled this year
and he resumed the
telephone calls, widening contacts to the office
of a former Kansas Cityan, Cardinal William
Baum, head of the
Vatican's education
office.
When the Willenses

special assistant to the
governor who is coordinating the ad
campaign.
The new ads encourage readers to visit
Kentucky and center on
the theme, "Make this
time the best time."
The ads will appear in
publications in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, southern
Michigan, eastern
Missouri, western Pennsylvania and southern
Wisconsin.
The publications include Modern Maturity;
People magazine,
where advertising space
was purchased on a
The county school regional basis; Travelboard is scheduled to Holiday; and Ohio
consider the merger Fishermen.
proposal Friday. The
Luallen said she
Central City school believes the "Oh! Kenboard is expected to tucky" campaign needs
vote on the proposal to be studied to see
Feb. 27.
whether it has attracted
Those in attendance tourists.
Tourism CommisSaturday night were
urged to contact board sioner Bob Davis
members before the agreed, saying his agenvote to voice their cy decided to go ahead
with the campaign
opposition.
because no one on his
"I want you all to staff had enough exknow how close we are perience to lavInell a
to losing our school,"
said Lucky Kirby, who
represents the HughesKirk school district on
the county board.

Davis said research
already completed
showed the ads had
brought positive results.
"The question is
whether they are
positive enough," he
said.
He said one part of the
ad campaign from the
Brown administration
that probably won't survive is the "You-willcome-to-love-it-in-oh-somany-ways" jingle.
"I think we'll probably drop that or
modify it," Davis said.

Methodists will have
early hymns printed

Computers...
page 5

new one
"When we got here we
saw we didn't have the
expertise aboard to give
advice on which direction to take," Davis
said. "We had to go
ahead with 'Oh! Kentucky' whether we liked
It or not or else drop the
advertising campaign."
The Doe-Anderson
advertising agency in
Louisville produced the
ads, but its contract
with the state ends in
June and state officials
may drop the contract
and hire someone.

his celebrity wife,
Phyllis George Brown.
Last week, Mrs. Collins approved three
magazine ads that show
her wearing the
sunglasses, creating a
sense of informality,
state officials say. The
"Oh! Kentucky"
originally appeared in
block letters and will be
continued in the ads
showing Mrs. Collins.
"Personally, I think
that makes it warmer,"
said Crit Lyallen, a

Schools hold hearing

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Baritone Steven Kim(AP) - An album of brough, who teaches
hymns by early church music at Scaritt
Methodist leader
Charles Wesley is being College, performs and
issued in celebration of selected the 16 recorded
this year's observance hymns, including "0
of the 200th anniversary For a Thousand
of the beginning of Tongues to Sing"
and
organized Methodism in "Jesus
Lover of My
The instruction America.
Soul."
manuals come back
5
.
0 GU CILLAAlf
dog-eared and worn.
oujill Niip
"You can tell the
NMI
books are well-used,"
Ms. Seidel said.
seem to prefer educational, financial,
mathematical or wordprocessing programs.
The Cloquet library's
game system broke
down, but,Ms. Lukarilla
mid she doesn't plan to
have it fixed.

"I just wanted to give
people who didn't have
access to a computer at
work a chance to figure
it out," she added.
"Part of what we do is
not only to provide a
backlog of materials
people might want
someday, but to try and
give them the things
they want now. The
computer is the thing of
the future. We're here to
serve people now and
then, and they love it."
_
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K&K STUMP RESIDUAL ,
WI- ton rumor.. idlorolw
13, 21 below the oround
435 4303 or 435

/31.11

AFL

TM and OM
Parhigial
WV& and= Cal ts.

#

MEET
JERRY
PENDERGRASS I
--...,- ,-;

I Jerry Pendergrass has been a salesman

I
i

!

at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet for 14
months. He and his wife Pat live at
Route 1 at Murray. They have two sons
Jerry and Tracy. See Jerry Pendergrass
for any of your new or used car needs.

DWAIN TAYLOR
[SHEVA a LET
641 S. Murray
753-2617
(Across From Uncle Jeff's)

We Now Hoof Pit Of

X

SHEVR 0 LET

DK

Radie/haek
COMPU
TER
Radio &
Ihaek I CENTERS
SALE! TRS-80R COLOR COMPUTER
FILING SYSTEM

TM

ULTIMATERM ThIA PRODUCT THAT IS CHANGING THE FACE
OF THE LIFE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
EXAMPLE - $250,000 COVERAGE
$125,000 POLICY (FORM MT-90[151), $125,0*IILTIMATERM RIDER (FORM ML-900)
BASED ON AN ANNUAL PAYMENT THE
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST PER $1000 COVERAGE - AGE 20 FOR 15 YEARS IS ONLY ..1221c
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST PER $1000 COVERAGE - AGE 30 FOR 15 YEARS IS ONLY - 1422,

THE RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!
WE'VE FOUND A BETTER WAY!

I

OUR PHILOSOPHY IS - BUY
TERM AND INVEST THE DIFFERENCE.
WHIMS OPP= me - a liGinilln110111 DOIft
•
1164/BAIKI ANC ANNUIIIIS 0/IIIID DUN EINNIIII-111111111S maim Nemo car s 1 r c
1AASIACIINSIM ININIANITI AND WI issetaira
3300 14111RAILI HIVE N I
ATLANTA, 6101161A /US/

Save '9990
54991.
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•Keep Track of Personal inventories,
Addresses, Medical Histories and More
•You Get Our 111K TRS-110 Color Computer 2
with Extended BASIC (26-3027)
•MN Our Color Disk Drive (26-3029)to Store
156,000 Characters of Data
•Ang Our Disk Personelle Program (26-3260)
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and we just got back
from a trip to Israel."
The pope clasped
their hands, Willens
relates, and said, "God
bless your nation. God
bless both of you."

dience, including about 40 people for perseveral thousand filling sonal greetings.
the hall, involved the
"I'm Jewish and Lorusual ceremonial raine is Catholic,"
features and then the Willens told the pope.
pope moved along the "We've been happily
railed-off front row of married for 31 years

New state tourism ads feature Gov. Collins
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Couple gets Pope appointment by telephone

MILICO AND A.L. WILLIAMS OFFER AN ANSWER
TO YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS...
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OBITUARIES
Ben Johnson Galloway's
dies; funeral funeral rites
here Tuesday held Sunday
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CHECK YOUR PHONE 110011 FOR THE PARTICIPATING Radeeilinek STORE COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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